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1 

INTRODU CT' ION 

A current trend in the New Zealand sheep industry is for farmers 

to carry increasing mmbers of' stock. Though there is sone evidence that 

increased intensity of stocking tends to depress f'leece weight, there is no 

reliable inf'orma.tion on the possible ef'fects of' increased stocking on 

q.Iality aspects of' Crossbred wool. 

Two of' the more important faults l:im:i. ting the value of New 

Zealand Crossbred wools are unsoundness and cotting. It is believed that 

unsoundness and cotting are due to a similar set of predisposing factors. 

'IDle factors generally considered to be important are :-

(i) The winter minim..un in the inherent seasonal rhythm of 

wool growth. 

(ii) The stress of pregnancy and lactation in the ewe. 

(iii) Poorer mtrition during the winter when plant gro.vth is 

at a minimlm. 

It is thought that the effects on the animal of the winter trough in pasture 

growth r:tJay be accentuated by higher stocking. However, despite the 

general belief in farming circles, it has never been clearly demonstrated 

that increased intensity of stocking will lead to a greater incidence of 

unsoundness and cotting. There are no cpantitative data available on 

changes in other fleece characteristics under increased stocking in a New 

Zealand environment. 

It has been shown that severe mtritional retardation at the 

time of foetal follicle initiation will permanently affect the adult 

fleece (Schinckel and Short 1.961). Transient effects � result from a 

less severe nutritional check (Wildman 1958a). The severity of the check, 



in respect o� �ollicle development, that can be expected from increased 

stocking is large],y unknown. 

2 

Experimentation in the field of wool growth is limited with the 

result that knovrledge is inadequate, particularly in respect of the non-

N.erino breeds. It was with the aim of learning more of the way in which 

the Romney sheep and its �leece would react under increased stocking 

levels that this study was instituted. 



OEL.APTER 1 

REVIEW O F  L I TERA�URE 

A: WOOL FOLLICLE DEVELOPMENI' 

1: The Developmental Pattern of the Wool Follicle 

3 

During the 1950's there was widespread interest in the develop

ment of the wool follicle (Burns 1953, 195�, 1.954b; Fraser 1952a, 1952b, 

1953, 1954-; Fraser and Short 1952; Margolena. 1954-; Schinckel 1953, 1955a, 

1955b; Short 1955a, 1955b: Ferguson, Schinckel, Carter and Olarke 1956) 

and a considerable amount of work was carried rut to substantiate earlier 

observations (Duerden and Ritchie 1924-; T!inzer 1926; Wildman 1932 ; 

Carter 194-3; Carter and Hardy 194-7). 

Prior to 194-7 there had been considerable misunderstanding in 

descriptions of the sequence of development of wool follicles. Hardy 

and rune (1956b) reviewed all the available descriptions and using results 

from their own work evolved a �stem of follicle classification according 

to stage of development, Fig. 1.1. The classification of Hardy and Lyne 

(19561>) has since been accepted as generally standard nomenclature for 

both hair and wool follicles. Their terminology (Haray and �ne 1956a) 

is used in the ensuing text. The data of Hardy and rune suggest that 

the development of both primary and secondary wool follicles follow sim

ilar timing. 

'llhe pheilOIOOnon of branching, first reported in sheep by Tlinzer 

(1926), is a further development stage whereby additional follicles ma:f 

be "budded off" from the ental side of the neck of an existing follicle. 
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The result is that the subse<pent fibres produced share a canzrl)n follicular 

aperture at the skin all"face {Hardy and Iqne 195Gb). Due to the diffi-

cul ty of identifying derived follicles in transverse section the relative 

timing of branching of both primaries and secondaries is u11eertain (Iqne 

1957: WUdman 1957a). Fraser and Short (19&>) suggest that the occurrence 

of branching ma::1 be an explanation of the second wa.-.re of developmental 

growth observed to pass over secondaries by Fraser (1953) and Fraser, Ross 

and Wright (1.954). They further a1ggest that: due to the sim:ilari ty of 

the ratio of secondary fibre containing follicles to primary fibre con

taining follicles (�) at birth for dif'ferent breeds conpared with the 

Sf 
high level of variation of P.f ratio in the adult animal of different breeds, 

the differences between breeds in the density of the follicle and fibre 

populations ma::1 be predominantly due to the variation in the degree of 

branching. 

The structure of the fully developed follicle, Fig. 1.2 (b), has 

been described in considerable detail by Auber (19.50) with particular 

reference to the formation of the fibre. 

2: The Developmental Pattern of the Follicle Gl'Qlp 

� early as 1866. von Nathusius noted wool follicles to � in a 

grcup pattern. Until aboo.t 1.939 all work was � of a. descriptive -
na.11ure. After lL939, primarily as a result of the work of Carter and his 

colleagues in Australia., quantitative aspects of the grrups received m:>re 

attention. 

l 'IDle follicle population consists baai� of two follicle types: 
� ------... 

primaries (P) and secondaries (s). �s heterogeneity within the follicle 
---- -.....r--

population occurs in all breed types and appears to be independent of the 

'tlPe of fleece grown, (WUdman 1.932; Q:e.lpin 1935; Carter 1939a, 1939b, 
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1940, 1943, 1955; Carter and Hardy 1947; Margolena 1954; Peart and Ryder 

1954; Rosa 1954; Hardy and Lyne 1956b; Carter and Clarke 1957a, 1957b; 

Ryder 1958). 

Hardy and Lyne (1956b) reviewed work on the relation of foetal 

age to stage of development of the follicle group. The quoted ages for 

developmental changes are mean estimates obtained from data with consider

able 'between animal' and 'between observer' variations. It is possible 

there may also be a 'between breed' variation. The developmental pattern 

is easiest considered in three overlapping groupings (Carter 1942). 

( i) Pre -Trio phase 

At approximately 45 days foetal age epidermal plug 

tissue is apparent on the m.tzzle. From there a grO\vth 

wave traverses the body and joins with a similar wave 

starting on the legs. Thus by 60 days the body is 

covered by areas of plug tissue which subsequently 

differentiates to pr� central X (PCX) follicles. 

Between 55 to 60 and 70 days foetal age a subsequent 

and similar wave traverses the body with the differ

entiation of primary central Y (:roY) plug tissue. 

( ii) Trio Hlase 

(iii) 

After a lag of a few days pairs of primary lateral (PL) 
follicles are initiated close to each FC follicle • 

.&gain there are two grovrth. waves initiating primary 

lateral X (PLX) and primary lateral Y (�) plug 

tissue, both of which have passed over the foetus by 

80 days of foetal age .  · 

Post Trio Phase 

Approxima.tel,y 10 days after the initiation of the last PL 



follicles, secondary follicles begin to form on one 

aide of the trio of primaries. The first to form are 

situated at the margin of the grcup. Up to 100 days 

foetal age only original secondaries have been ob-

served. Branching is known to occur (Iurne and Hardy 

1956b; IQne 1957; Wildrnan 1957) after this time. 

Little is known as to the actual proportion of later 

forxood secondaries which develop in this manner, rut 

it seems that in the Merino the proportion is fairly 

high (Hardy and Lyne 195Gb) . 

8 

Data obtai:ood from the Karakul {Margolena. 1954) and the Merino 

(Sohinckel 1955b; Short 1955a) suggest that the potential : ratio is 

determined before birth. For the British breeds, however, a comparison of 

Sf + Si . ( the low Pf + Pi ratio at bJ.rth Fraser and Hama.da 1952; Burns 1954a; 

\'lildma.n 1965) with the adult : ratio suggest this rmy not be the case. 

KnaRledge of post-natal follicle changes is limited. In the 

Merino it is apparent that thrugh secondary maturation rmy be latent for 

t.'I-J.e first week or so after birth, it rises rapidzy, reaching a peak 2-4 

weeks after birth before declining as the aJ.ready established ceiling 

va.lue is approached, (Sohinckel 1953, 1.955b; Short 1955a; Sohinokel 

and Short 1961). The ceiling may, however, not be reached for a period 

of up to 12 mnths. The situation as regards the British breeds, due 

to the small runibers of animals used and the small difference between 

birth and adult � ratio in coq>arison with the Merino, is unclear (Carter 

and Hardy ]947; Burns 1955). 

J. mture Merino follicle gr:-cup is illllstrated in Fig. 1.2(a). 



3 : The Inflllence of Nutrition on Follicle Develop�nt 

From the presented experimental evidence based on the Merino it 

is clear that most, if not all, secondary follicle s are initiated pre

na.tall.y. 'Ma.ey o:f the se follicle s mature between 2 and 4 weeks after birth. 

It i s  thus s.1ggested that there are two phase s of the grC7iVth pattern which 

rrs:y be modified by nutritional influences with vi sible developmental 

effects. 

(i ) Pre-natal Phase 

The foetus is completely dependent on the ewe for nutritional 

demands. 

(a ) Pre-90 day stage:- initiation of PC and PL :follicles. 

(b ) Post-90 day stage:- initiation of secondary follicle s 

with maturation o:f all primaries � sore secondaries. 

(ii ) Early Post-natal Phase 

The lamb is a separate identity but dependent on maternal 

milk supply for nutrition. The remainder of initiated 

secondary follicles mature. 

The evidence reviewed by Thomson and Ai tken (1959) established 

that the plane of the ewe's nutrition during pregnancy affected the subse

'Pent birth weight of the lamb . Wallace (1948) s.1ggested that the 

nutritional demands o:f a foetus for the first two-thirds of its gestation 

period are slight. Thus, because of the peysiological bu:ffer afforded 

by the uterine environment, mtritional stress experienced by the ewe at 

this time is unlikely to be transmitted to the foetus. This wcnld lead 

to the oonclnsion that primary initiation, pre-90 day foetal age, may be 

i:am.lne to nutritional effects. In contradiction Sohinckel and Short 

(196J.) found that la.Dibs of well fed ewe s had a higher total mmber of 

primary follicle s than lambs from poorly fed ewes. 

. I 
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Olaxton (1963) in extending the work of Stephenson (1959) suggests 

tba t the density of PC anlagen at initiation is relatively constant within 

and between breeds for a particular body position. There is,.however, vari-

ability in ro follicle density over the body. It is, therefore, apparent 

that the foetal skin area is the governing factor in the total mmber of 

ro follicles initiated. It is also suggested that initiation of all other 

follicle types is directly controlled by the ro follicle. Everitt (1967), 

however, was not able to substantiate earlier findings (Schinckel and Short 

1961) when subjecting Scuth Australian Merino ewes to fcur different feeding 

regimes during pregnancy. The regimes consisted of high and low plane 

feeding thrcughcut for two grcups, while the other two grcups were subjected 

to either high or low plane feeding early in pregnancy and interchanged at 

abcut 90 days post-mating. The higher Pf follicle density of the lan:ib s 

born to the low/low group was sufficient to compensate for the greater 

skin area of the larger lambs born to the well fed ewes. The pri.ma.r,y 

follicle population was thus not actually reduced. The results also 

shawed that the Pf follicle density in the high/low groop was increased, 

wggesting maternal mtrition is able to delay primary maturation. Thoogh 

a.na.lysis is difficult it has been suggested (Taplin and Everitt 1964. ; 

Everitt 1967) that restricted foetal growth prior to 90 days of pregnancy 

�be partially couq>ensated by a decpate mtrition from 90 days of pregnancy 

to lambing. 

A considerable amount of evidence has been advanced on the effects 

. ti nd d 1 t . Sf + Si - -.:� Sf · t ria of mtn. on on seco ery eve optren , usJ.ng Pr CUJU Pi as cr1 e • 

.Australian workers using Merino sheep and severe mtritional regimes have 

shown permanent effects on secondary follicle development, while other 

workers, mostly English, have shown the effects, if present, to be 

transient. 



ll 

Of the Australian workers Schinckel (1953 ) obtained a high positive 

correlation (r = 0.56) between birth weight and� ratio at birth. He also 

showed that twin lambs and lambs from yrung ewes had a lower � ratio at all 

stages of development. Support was given for this evidence by the calcu-

lation (Schinckel 1955b ) of correlations between such factors as potential 

� ratio, birth weight, live weight increases over different periods and � 
ratio at 15 months. Schinckel thus reasoned that the rate of secondary 

maturation is closely associated with foetal growth rate. 

Short (1955b ) imposed severe underfeeding during pregnancy with 

the result that the � ratio at birth was reduced but the Si� Sf ratio was 

unaffected. It was thrught that the restricted mtritional regime during 

gestation had a delayed impact on post-natal lamb growth via reduced milk 

production of ewes. The result was both a lower fibre density and a 

lowered final � ratio in the offspring of the underfed ewes. The lowered 

fibre density was associated with longer and coarser 200 day fleeces, but 

weight per unit area was similar to that of the control animals. 

Short su�sted that this change in the fleece was due to there 

being less follicles to compete for a limited supply of wtrient in the 

skin (cf. Fraser 1951 ) . I.e.ter work (Schinckel and Short 1961; Doney 

and Smith 19�; Weiner and Slee l9lb5; Everitt 1967) has indicated that 

poor pre-natal mtrition can lead to a less dense, coarser fleece, while 

poor post-natal nutrition can result in a finer fleece. 

Hugo (1958 ) working with the Sruth Af'rican Merino was unable to 

show that follicle development was affected by under-feeding. The animals 

underfed since weaning did, however, produce less wool, which he reasoned 

to "be ascribed solely to the production of thinner and shorter fibres". 

It has been shown in Soviet Keri:cos (Ba.zanova 1959) that the 

feeding of concentrates to pregnant ewes increased the percentage of 
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"rudiments" (illlll8.ture follicles) and "root hairs" (mature follicles) at 

birth. 

Other workers have not been able fully to substantiate the evid

ence obtained with the Australian Merino. Henderson (1953) produced a 

retardation of fleece development and fibre growth as a result of low plane 

post-natal m tri tion but was undecided as to its permanency; he did, how-

e"�er, suggest that "permanent effects of early enviromoont on future prod-

uctivi ty take the form of' a lesser area on which wool is produced11• 

Ryder (1955) working with Cheviot ewes failed to obtain a 

significant difference in the � ratio at birth and weaning in two grcups 

of sheep subjected to different planes of nutrition, r�n thcugh the 

severity of underfeeding was inadequate to illicit a response, Ryder con

cluded that "for secondary follicle formation the level of nutrition during 

pregnancy was IOOre important than the level during lactation". 

Wildman (1958a) working with English Romney sheep imposed feeding 

regimes during pregna.ooy and lactation of' a severity s.1fficient to cause 

la:mb body weight differences at birth and weaning , but was able to sho.v only 

a slowing in the rate of initiation and maturation of secondary follicles 

with :no permanent effects on the ml"OOer of mature secondaries in the progeey. 

Wildman (1965) subsequently observed post-natal changes on the sane animals 

and ooted that thcugh a twi.n pregnancy may impose a mtritiona.l restriction 

on the foetus, and hence restrict secondary follicle development, this is 

able to be overcome by adeq..�ate post-natal nrurisbment. He suggested 

that the level of follicle and fibre ratios may be &bject to a. genetic 

Doney and Sm:i. th (1964.), using Scottish Blackface sheep , were 

unable to show that pre-natal mtritional limitations, a.s imposed by a twin 

Sf 
pregnancy, had IU\1 effect on Pi ratio a.t 6 weeks of age despite a lowering 
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of the mmber of secondary fibres present at birth. As a result of severe 

post-natal feeding restriction, marked non-permanent � differences were 

able to be induced which lasted for several months. 

Using the New Zealand Corriedale, Coop and Clarke (1955 ) were 

unable to show, following a year of post-natal feeding restriction, a.zzy 

permanent effect on the animal production after hogget shearing. 

Weiner and Slee (1965 ) following ova transplants between Lincoln 

and Welsh lt...ountain sheep, the weight of the former being abrut twice that 

of the latter, frund that, particularly at birth, transferred Lincoln lambs 

Sf +Si . 
had a reduced Pf + Pi rat�o. The observed reduction in total follicle 

density was apparent despite the fact that these lambs were smaller in size 

than non-transferred Lincolns at birth. A reverse effect would have been 

expected if the effects resulted from reduced surface area alore. It is 

tlnls apparent that the Welsh maternal environment suppressed secondary 

follicle developrent in the transferred Lincoln lambs. By contrast the 

Lincoln maternal environment appeared to have no specific effect on foll-

ic1e development in the transferred Welsh lambs. Their total follicle 

density was, however, lower, as wruld have been expected from their slightly 

larger body size at birth. Wool production amongst the transferred lanDs 

was not affected, possibly because reduced follicle density was associated 

with increased fibre length. In a comparison between singles and twins 

of non-transferred lambs, the twins appeared to suffer a post-natal rather 

than a pre-natal restriction of secondary follicle development. This may 

be cOJig?ared with the predominantly pre-natal effect following egg transfer. 

An unexplained result was the increased medullation for animals reared in 

the Welsh maternal environment. 

Four possible reasons � be advanced to explain the variation 

in results obtained with the 'Merino and with the other sheep. 



(i ) The Merino has been subjected to a more severe plane of 

wtrition than the other breeds. 

(ii ) The Merino is probably different "physiologically". 

(iii ) The sheep, other than the Merino, have an inherently 

low � ratio and therefore a larger difference is 

necessar,y to be statistically significant. 

(iv ) The experiments with sheep other than Merino have 

involved less animals and therefore a larger differ

ence is necessar.y to be statistically significant. 



R: SEASONAL WOOL GRan'l'H 

1: Eistorical - Pre �949 

Early German work cited by Wodzicka (1960) established that wool 

growth was not uniform throughcu t the year. This work suggested that up 

to two-thirds of the yearly wool growth occurred in the six months after 

spring shearing. Thus the irregularity of wool growth was thought to be 

a shearing effect. 

SeasonaJ. wool growth trends, as xreasured by length, were subse

�ently reported by other workers (Burns 193la, 193lb; Hardy and Telll'\Vson 

1930; IUerden and Mar� 1931). 'l?hose workers who observed the larger 

variations in seasonal wool grCPIVth trends were able to correlate wool growth 

rate with feed availability (Wilson 1931; Bell, Spencer and Hardy 1936). 

As well as a variation in length growth rates, seasonal variations in fibre 

dia.reter were also observed (Hardy and Teili\Yson 1930; Norris and Claasens 

19U). However, in Mediterranean environments, IOOnthly wool growth rates 

proved relatively constant, (Hackedorn and Sotola 1929; Fraser 1931). 

Ewes were observed to suffer a retardation of wool growth during 

lactation (Nordmeyer 1927; Bell�� 1936). 

The possibility of a temperature or humidity effect on wool growth 

was studied by keeping Rambouillet ewes in a heated environment during a 

Canadian winter (Bowstead and Larose 1938). The food intake of the animals 

which was not stated may have been the reason wcy teDperature treatment did 

not modify wool growth. Galpin (1947), who also failed to give an indication 

of feeding levels, reported large seasonal differences in the weight of wool 

clipped from a mid-side patch of a group of Romney sheep. 

2: Seasonal Wool Growth Studies Under Grazing Conditions 

There have been several recent Australian reports attriblting �oh 
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or the variability in seasonal wool growth to seasonal variation in pasture 

availability (Marston 1948; Sohinckel 1956; Hl tchinson and Porter 1958; 

Roe, Southoott and Turner 1959; Stewart, Moir and Sohinckel 196J.; Sharkey, 

Dans and Kenney 1962; Williams and Sohinoke1 1962; Arnold, McMams and Bush 
1964; McFarlane 1965). A.J. Williams (196lt.) sho.ved that under !S_ � 
feeding conditions a group of Merino rams exhibited a reytbm of wool growth, 

the variation in which could be largely accrunted far by variation in in

take . Under restricted feeding there was no defined grc:mth rhythm. This 

and other work (Slee and Carter 1961; Bennett, lbtchinson and Wodzicka

Tonaszewska 1962b; lfu tohinson 1965; Doney 1966) a1ggest that the wool 

growth rhythm e.xhibi ted by the Merino is almost entirely due to variation 

in m tri tion. Other breeds have been shown to exhibit a marked seasonal 

wool growth rhythm which is modified rather than controlled by ID.l tri tion 

(Coop lL953; Ryder 1956; Wildman 1957b; Story and Ross 19!C; Doney and 

Smith 1961; Morris 1961; Rosa 1965; Doney 1966; Doney and Eadie 1967). 

The criteria of' wool growth most comnonly used is that of weight 

or weight per unit area. Both length and diamter changes have been shown 

to contribute to the observed wool gr001vth changes (Coop 1953; Doney and 

Smith 196il.; Ross 1.965). 

Henderson (1953) theorized that undernutrition of a young animal 

may result in a permanent effect on productivity thrrugb. a reduction of the 

body surface area. He tbooght that the efficiemy of wool growth, however, 

was unlike:cy to be affected. 

A reduction in winter wool growth rate with a dellqed rise in 

spring production has been shown for pregnant and subsecpently lactating 

ewes by sewral workers (Ooop 1953; Slen and Whiting 1956; Doney 1958; 

Story and Ross 1960; Stewart, Moir and Sohinokel lL961; Rosa 1965). It 

has been observed that the carrying and feeding of twin lani:>s depressed 
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wool grOW'th more than in the case of ewes with one offspring, (Ste-rens and 

Wright 1952; Slen and Whiting 1956; Ross 1965). This would be an ex-

pected consequence in view of the large drain on body reserves GCcurring 

during pregna.my and particularly during lactation (Wallace 194.8). Story 

and Ross (1960) observed that the max:i!U.lm and min:i.txum growth in fibre length 

per day occurred abrut a month before the corresponding maxim1m and mi.n:i.Jmm 

fibre diameters. This is an indication that either fibre length and fibre 

diameter may be under independent contrQl mechanisms or that there is a 

del� in the response of fibre diameter. 

Wodzicka (196o) found, in a poorly designed experiroont, that. the 

a.mrunt of wool grown by sheep shorn monthly was not significantl,y more than 

for a.ni.roals shorn once a year. Ryder (1962) was also unable to shOW' a.cy 

effect between once a year shorn animals and unshorn animals in the a.ma.mt 

of wool gro.m. On the other hand McGuirk, Paynter and Dun (1966) did shcm 

there to be a significant effect from twice a year shearing of Bungaree 

Merinos. 

Short and Cha.pman (unpublished data, cited by Hutchinson and 

Wodzicka-Toma..szewska.. 1961) found that sheep in a lcm mtritiona..l state 

0 
�cmed greatly reduced wool growth when exposed to temperatures arrund 13 C 

follOW'ing shearing. Thus shearing initiated a stress response, possibly 

associated with adrenocortical activity (Lindner and Ferguson 1956; 

Pa.na.retto 1967). It has been well demonstrated (Ferguson, Carter and 

Hardy 1949; Schinckel 1900; Wodzicka-Toma.szewska 1963; Wheeler, Reardon 

and Lambourne 1.963) that there is an increased voluntary feed intake 

following shearing. It is l!llggested that this is initiated via a ther

moregulatory response. Howev,er, the results of Webster and I&nch (1966) 

do not :f'ul:Q" agree with this theory. 

There are conflicting reports as to the effect of clipping upon 



the subsecpent grCM'th rate of wool from the clipped area. Coop {195.3) and 
Doney and Smith (1961) hav:e frund the grO'tvth rate to be essentially unaffected 

while Sharkey, Davis and Kenney (1962) fcund the average diameter of the 

regularly clipped samples to be greater than that of the adjacent full year 

staples. Also estimates of fleece weight based on the comined weight of 

periodic clipping were greater than actual fleece weight under medium and lCM' 

p].ane of ru.trition. Downes and Iqne (1961) have been able to sha.v by auto-

radiographic means that clipping�� does not affect grCM'th rate when 

temperature effects were minimized • 

.3: Seasonal Wool Grcwrth Studies under 
Conditions of Controlled Feeding 

When either the amount and type of feed have been kept constant 

(Ferguson, Carter and Hardy 1949; Hart �961; Hutchinson 1962), or the 

animals have been fed to constant body weight (Coop 1953; Wodzicka 1960) , 

it has been observed that a rhythmical pattern of wool growth still exists. 

With the realisation that seasonal climatic factors may affect 

wool grcwvth futchinson {1962) derived figures suggesting that with the use 

of climatic corrections the rutritional component of the Merino wool grONth 

rhythm cruld be considerably increased. A.J. Williams (1964) was critical 

of this approach of deriving correction factors from constant ration pen 

fed animals and applying them to grazing animals without making allowance 

for bodily condition or fleece length, the wool grcmth response to increased 

intake being dependent on these attributes {Da.ly and Carter 1955; .Ahm3d, 

D.ln and Winston 1963). 

By means of a regression analysis both Ferguson !,1 !! (1949) and 
Coop and Hart (1953) sh.oaed wool gro.vth to be closely correlated with en

vironmental temperature. When explaining their results oncy the latter 

workers noted the existence of the correlation between tenpera tu re and day 
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length. Ferguson � ,!!, in eJC;plaining their results, suggested increased 

wool growth to be a. result of increased blood flow to the skin; vasodil

ation being part of the normal heat regulating �chanism in the sheep. 

In extending this theor,y, Ferguson (�949) destroyed the vasoconstriction 

response by unilateral thoracic sympathectOJJtY. He observed, as a res.tlt, 

tha. t increased wool grcmth occurred on the operated side of the animal for 

a period of 10 weeks. Cookrem (1959) reported a similar situation follow

ing a chemical induction of vasoconstriction in mice. Coop {1953) s.tbae

�ently increased the winter a.ni>ient tetrperature of hcused sheep by heating, 

while Morris (1961) and Bennett, liltchinson and Wodzicka-Tonaszewska. {1962)2.) 

reViersed the normal ambient teJiq)era ture cycle. None of the workers were 

able to elicit a wool growth response. 

The eJC;posure of animals to either ver,y high or ver,y lovv ten:per

atures caused physiological stress resulting in depressed wool growth 

{Nagarcenkar and Bhattacharya 1964; Slee and Ryder 1967). 

Bennett .21 � (1962b) used two shaven patches on each animal , 

one of which was covered with an insulator pad while the other was left 

uncovered after shaving. As different wool growth rhythms were ob served 

for the covered and uncovered patches it was wggested that anibient temper

ature may exert a local effect on wool growth. Further work by Doney and 

Griffiths {1967) sapported this theory. They exposed sheep "side on" to 

an a.rtifica.lly produced wind with the result that the ''chilled" side of the 

an1ma.l shawed a depressed wool growth in terms of fibre length. Thus it is 

evident that whi1e wool growth rhythm is not under the control of tenpera'b.tre 

a local effect of temperaU\re on wool growth rate probably exists. 

In the light of experirtents indicating photoperiodic effects on 

the growth and shedding of hair (Hanm:md lL951; Yeates lL955), Hart (1953) 

s.1bjeeted pregnant and a1bsecpent:ly lactating Corriedale ewes to varirus 



treatments with short constant day length�$. The wool growth rh;ythm was 

still present though reduced after two years (Coop and Hart 1953 ). The 

fact of the animals being fertile may have been of importance (Coop 1953 ) . 

HOW"ever, Wodzicka (196o ), in her poorly designed experiment using rams, 

found that exposure to short constant day lengths for one year did not 

decrease the seasonal wool growth rhythm. The experiments of Wildman 

(l9579,1958b ) may be interpreted in a similar We;!. 

On the as�tion that the eye was the light receptor organ 

Hart (lL955 ) hooded some animals for a period of two years. Thcugh the 

animals were exposed to a normal seasonal tenpera ture cycle the wool 

growth rhythm slOW"J,y disappeared. 

Under conditions of contiruous light Hart (�961 ) fcund that the 

rh;ythm of wool gro.vth was indistinguishable from that of control animals. 

Hart did suggest, however, that the light treated animals may have been 

ab:he to distinguish between the types of illumination as the artificial 

light used at night was of' a lower intensity. Radford (196l),however, 

found no evidence of this in respect to semal developrent in Merinos. 

Symii.ngton (lL959 ) and Slee (1965 ) observed diffused light to inhibit 

shedding in primitive breeds of sheep. 

Following exposure to an accentuated reversal of the natural 

light pattern (Morris 1961; Benrett .!1,!!:! 1962b; 1!18rt, Bennett, 

lfu. tchinson and Wodzicka.-Toma.szewska 1.963 ) the wool growth reytbm also 

became �rsed. llorris :fcund that it took two years :for the reythm to 

show a couplete reversal to a winter maxi m1m. For the other workers the 

change was almost iumediate thcugh in their case the m xi m1m was bimodal 

with peaks in June/July and October/November. The discrepancy in the 

re&l ts has been suggested (Hart !! ,!!:! 1963 ) to be due to either differing 

teDperature x light interactions in the varicus enviro:r11mnts or to the 



imrtensi ty of the artificial light to which the ani ma J s were exposed. When 

the daylength cycle was reduced from a yearly cycle to one of 7 months 

(Hutchinson 1965) the wool growth rhythm was accelerated but shOiV'ed a con

stant 1ag of 2 - 3 months behind the light reythm. R<Xlgeot (1961) famd 

the shedding cycle of Li.Joousine sheep, under a six monthly light cycle , to 

closely follow the light pattern. Under a yearly light cycle he frund 

the main period of shedding to occur during the winter,  with a lesser cycle 

in the late spring and early sumner. A.J. Williams (1964) subjected a 

grrup of Merino rams to a period of � ill,, followed by a period of re

stricted feeding, u nder an accentuated reversed light pattern. He was 

unable to observe a.ey defined wool growth rhythm in aizy' of his grrups. 

Instead , the wool growth pattern followed feed intake trends. Thus it is  

evident that photoperiodicity modifie s rather than controls the wool growth 

rhythm. 

4 : The Control of the Seasonal Rhythm of Wool Growth 

Recent work on the nature and control of the hair growth cycle 

has shown it to possess an intrinsic rhythm (Ebldng 1964) modified by 

systemic control of sore form (Ebling and Johnson 1964). Current work on 

the wool growth rhythm has also suggested the existence of an inherent 

eutonOJOOUs rhythm. Accordingly the control of the wool follicle may be 

similar to that of the hair follicle . The wool growth rhythm is able to 

be modified by the external stiiillli of the animal ' s  imnediate environment. 

Ne-vertheless, the reythm appears to be buffered against sudden changes of 

these stiuuli. If the stiwl.us does not return cpickly to its previrus 

form the inertia of the old reythm diminishes and a nsw reytbm is adopted.  

It has been kn.olm for some time that removal of varirus endocrine 

glands a1 ters the pattern of wool growth. The current knowledge in respect 
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of hormonal control of wool growth has been reviewed by Ferguson, Wallace and 

Lindner (1965). TbyrbidectOJllY cause s  a reduction of 4-0% in wool g:r'Offth 

(Ferguson, � !;!  1.965) while the administration of a.deq).late thyroxine to 

either teyroidectomized or normal a.nima.ls causes a stimllation of wool grcmth 

rate, at the expense of body weight (Ferguson 1958 ; Lambrurne 1964) . The 

administration of either adrenocorticotrophic hormone or glucooorticoids can 

cause a suppression of wool grarth (Lindner and Ferguson 1956). Sex hor

mone s appear to have a limited effect (Slen and Connell 1958). Wool grar;th 

in the intact animal, may be stinulated by crude growth hormone (Ferguson 

I.954). Replacement therapy of thyroxine to a bypopthysectomized an:iDal, in 

which wool growth is complete� suppressed (Ferguson 1951), will only part

ially restore growth irrespective of the dose level (Ferguson � � 1965). 

Ferguson .!:! � (1965) suggest the existence of an unidentified 

pituitary factor, free of thyrothrophic activity, able to stimlla te wool 

growth in the hypophysectomized sheep. The evidence is based on wool 

growth response s which have been obtained with various fractions of pituitary 

extract following identification of the known hormones present in the 

fraction. Their rew.lts also sharred there to be a rh;ythm in the wool grarrth 

of eypophyseotomized an:i.mals given constant replacement therapy. 

5 : The Seasonal Rhythm of Associated Glands 

'l!he skin of sheep contains both sebacerus glands secreting wool 

wax or grease and sudorifel"'U!S glands secreting water soluble suint. The 

former are normally associated with both primary and seconda.ry follicles 

while the latter are associated only with primary follicle s. 

Ferguson, Carter and Hardy (1949), though e stimating the a:mcunt 

of waoc and suint present in the monthzy wool S8J!!Ples they studied, did not 

present al\V production figures. Following extensive wool measurements 



from the Lincoln, Corriedale , Polworth and Fine Merino, Daly and Carter (1955) 

observed broad relationships as are presented in Table 1 . 1 .  

Feed Atmospheric Fleece Weight 
Intake Teiipera ture (Extent of 

Insulation) 

Wax Output +ve -re -

Suint Output +ve - �-ve 

Table 1 . 1  - The broad relation between some aspects of the 
physicaJ. environment and the wtplt of associated 
glands. 

Daly and Carter observed the increased intake following shearing 

to be related to a post-shearing rise in wax and a1int wtput. Hutchinson 

(1.962 ) in a comparison between grazing and constant diet pen-fed sheep , 

suggested that this may on.ly occur in the case of suint. The increased 

wax output may ,  he suggested , be a direct response of the skin to a tenp-

erature change . Hence in AustraJ.ian conditions rutput from the glands is 

similar to the wtput of wool fibre . Story and Ross (1960) have described 

the seasonal trend of the measurable amounts of wax and suint separated 

from monthly clipped wool BaJl!Ples. This is not a true measure of the gland s '  

wtput as both these substances rMJ:3' be leached f'rom the fleece . The meas-

ured amc:unts of wax and suint present in the fleece of the grazing Romney 

ewes followed a similar (but less marked ) pattern to wool growth. P'or 

this reason the yield of winter grorm wool is lower than that of SWIIDer 

grOI'Ill wool. 

The results of Ross (1965) atggest that there is no age effect in 

respect to the yield of the fleeces of adult sheep . 



C :  WOOL HW:oocTION AND FLEECE CHAR.ACmRISTICS 

1 :  The Effect of Increased Stocking Levels on Wool 
Production and Fleece Characteristics 

It has been well established that the rate of wool growth is in

fluenced by the plane of mtrition (Ferguson, Carter and Hardy 1.949; 

Schinckel 1.960, 1963). It is genera.lly assumed that variation in stocking 

level will alter the plane of rutrition at certain times during the year, 

if not for all the year. There have been a mmber of grazing trials ,  

particularly in Australia, which have been orientated towards stock, pasture 

and f'a.rm management under conditions of increased stocking levels , (Walker 

1955 ; Biddiscombe , Hu tchings, Edgar and Cu thbertson 1956;  Ianibourne 1956 ;  

Drake and Elliot 1960; Suckling 1964.; Davies and Humphries 1965; Monteath 

1965 ; Collin 1966; Lightfoot and :McGe.rry 1966; Lloyd 1966 ; Willoughby 

1966 ; Spedding, Betts , Large , Wilson and Penning 1967). However, there 

have been few report:s of' the effect of stocking level on wool character-

istics (Roe, Southcott and Turner 1959 ; Sharkey, Davis and Kenney 1962; 

MoMarus, Arnold and Paynter 1964). 

All the stocking level studies have shown that increased stocking 

re lilll ts in an almost linear increase in wool production per acre , with an 

associated fall off in the per head production. The extent of the latter 

t:rend, in particular, has varied.  Biddiscombe ,!U !;!  (1956); Roe ,!U !;!  
(1959) and 'MoMams ,!1 � (1964.) observed little, if a.I\Y ,  reduction in the 

per head wool production with increased stocking. On the other hand 

Walker (1955); Drake and El1iot (1960); Sbarkey !.! !! (1962); Suckling 

(1.964); Davies and Humphries (1965); Collin (1966); Ligbt:foot and 'McGe.rry 

(1966) and Spedding � !!  (1967) observed a significant reduction. The 

differences in rea1lts reflect the variation in rutrition to whioh the 

animals were mbjected. This is apparent :from the body weight trellds. 
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The breed of sheep concerned may also have been of importance. 

From the data of some of the larger studies it is mggested that 

there is a ceiling value for the amcunt of wool per acre that can be clipped 

(Suckling 1964; Morley and Ward 1.966) .  Meanwhile economic studies indi

cate that estimated monetary returns fall off before the maxim.un wool per 

acre production is attained (Monteath 1965 ; Watson 1965 ; Lloyd �966 ; 

Willaughby 1966) . 

Knowledge from the long term effects of increased stocking is 

lacking as few studies have been carried oo.t for more than four years 

(Biddiscombe � a1 1956; Suckling 1964; Spedding � � 1967) . 

Dav.ies (�958) ;  Clarke (196.3)  and Suckling (1964) have noted that 

the presence of cattle at all stocking levels is of benefit to sheep pro

duction. 

Under conditions of heavier stocking the system of grazing has 

not been found to be as important as was originally suggested . Roe and 

Allen (ll945 ) ;  Biddiscombe � � (1956) ; Ie.mbcurne (1956�) ;  McMeekan 

(1956) ;  Roe !U, !!;!  (1959) and Collin (1966 - Ta.ngoio trial) have noted, 

following comparisons between rotational (mob-stocked) and contiwous 

( set-stocked) grazing policies,  that there is 1i ttle , if a.ey, advantage to 

be gained from either system. In contradiction Collin (1966 - Wa.erenga-o

Kuri trial) has reported a. superiority in wool production per acre from a 

�stem of mob-stocking. 

In view of the subjective nature of most wool characteristics a 

qpantitative assessment is difficult. It has tlnls only been attempted by 

a feJW workers. In the assessing of "break" or "trad'e tenderness" Walker 

(1955 ) and llclrfa:ms !! ,!! (lL964) found only a slight increase while Collin 

(1966) showed a marked increase in unscundness at the higher stocking 

lev-els. la.Di:>curne (1956) found it to be only the twin bearing eJWes on the 
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higher stocking level that showed an increased percentage of "break" • 

The New Zealand workers also assessed the percentage of " ootted" fleeces 

present ,  and found a similar trend to that of unsoundness. Australian 

work has shown the between season variation in fibre diameter (Roe .!U, � 
1959 ; McMarus � !;! 1964) and fibre length (McMa.rus � !! 1964) of a 

Y.erino fleece to be greater than the effect due to the stocking le-rel. 

The Corriedale , meanwhile , ( Shark.ey ,.!1 � 1.962 )  has been observed to ex

hibit a definite stocking level effect for both the se  attributes.  

McMams et !!. (�964) was unable to observe a:r:13 effect due to 

stocking level following the subjective rating of handle , colour, and 

character. Style gt"ading has been u sed as a criteria of freedom from 

fault. At Tangoio (Collin 1966) an increased stocking level reduced the 

proportion of B style and better wools while at Waerenga-o-Kuri no effect 

was apparent. Lambourne (l-956) also frund the proportion of better styled 

wools to be less at higher stocking levels. 

A meaningfUl criteria to the farmer of the severity of the 

stocking level effect is the price a buyer is prepared to bid for his wool. 

The wool from Walker' s (1955 ) trial was sold by auction. A slightly 

higher price was received for the wool from the higher stocked group . 

Walker euggested this to be due to the finer appearance of her high stocking 

level wool. Sharkey et al (l-962) and Molll:ams et al (1964) allocated their - ----- --- -
wool to appropriate Australian type s  and estimated the price for each type 

from the a-rerage price of that type over previrus years. By this method 

stocking level had no effect on the price that oruld be expected to be 

realised for the wool. 

In conclusion, the literature sugge sts that despite the reduction 

in per head production of wool grarm, the large increases in wool grovm per 

acre, particularly in the early stages ,  make higher stocking economically 



worthwhile. The slight deterioration in " quality" of the individual fleece 

does not appear to be of monetary importance . 

2 : Phenotypic Inter-relationships between Varioo.s 
Fleece Characteristics 

Animal breeding studies have shown many fleece characteristics to 

be interrelated both genetically and phenotypically. Phenotypic inter-

relationships are subject to considerable modification by e�ironmentai in-

fluence s.  The extent of change in e�ironmental faQtors nece ssary to alter 

the phenotypic correlations between fleece characteristics is not known with 

certainty, even for well studied breeds ruoh as the Merino. A limited 

am:runt of data is available on phenotypic correlations between the fleece 

characteristics of the New Zealand Romney (Rae 1958 ; Ross 1964; Tripathy 

1966) . The mmber of characteristics examined in a study of this type has 

been limited by the problem of assessment of many fleece characteristics in 

quantitative terms. In the unpublished work of Wickham, Rosa and Cockrem 

(pers. conm. ) a greater runiber of characteristics were studied using sub-

jective assessment of some characteristics .  lbch of this data is  not, as 

yet,  a.nalysed. Henderson and Hayman (1960) carried oo.t a complex stat-

istical analysis on the influence of fleece characteristics on unit area 

wool production in which they caloula ted phenotypic correlations for the log 

of several individual fibre mearurements. 'llhe ava.ilable phenotypic 

correlations for the fleece characteristics of the New Zealand Romney are 

presented in Table 1.2.  The parameters of Ra.e (].958) and Tripathy (1966) 

being e stimated :f'rom hogget data while those of Rosa (1964) and Wickbam 

!!.]. !! (pers. conm. ) were estimated within a tlock of mixed age ewes. 
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Rody 
Weight 

Greasy Fleece 
Weight 

Fibre 
Diameter 

Quality 
Number 

Cri.Dq>s 
per inch 

Staple 
Length 

Character - ---

Tabae 1.2 - Pheno�ic correlations between fleece characteristics. 

Greasy Fibre 
Fleece 
Weight 

Diameter 

O·. GJ.  - (3) 0.29 - (3) 
0.47 - (4) 

0. 53 - (3) 

------------ ------

Quality Crimps 
Number per inch 

0.22 - (3) -o.09 - (3) 

-0.33 - (1) -0.17 - (3) 
-0.33 - (4) 

-o . 63 - (2) -o . 69 - (2) 
-0.37 - (3) 

0.78 - (2) 

Staple Character 
length 

0.24 - (3) 0. 05 - (4) 
0.1.4 - (4) 
0.45 - (1) 0. 15 - (1) 
0.48 - p� -o.09 - (4) 
0.47 - 4 

0.41 - (2) 
0.48 - (3) 

-0. 54 - (1) 0. 06 - (1) 
-o.69 - �2 � 0.33 - (4) 
-0.53 - 4 
-0.59 - (2) 
-o . 63 - (3 ) 

0.20 - (1) 
-0.27 - (4) 

-

References : - (1) Rae (1958) 
(2l Ross (1964) 
(3 Tripa� (1966) 
(4 Wickham, Ross and Cockrem (pers. comm. ) 

Yield 

-0.01 - (4) 

0.35 - (4) 

0.62 - (2) 

-0.20 - (2) 
-0.43 - (4) 

-0.26 - (2) 

0. 17 - (2) 
0.45 - (4) 

-o . 04 - (4) 

1\) Q) 
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D E S C R I P T I O N O F  T H E  G R A Z I N G  

U N I T S A N D T H E I R M A N A G E M E N T  
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In March J1966 a 25 acre area of land , divided into eight approx

imately e!pa.l sized paddocks,  was set aside at Ma.ssey University for a long 

term study of a possible genotype x stocking level interaction in Ro�y 

sheep. This unit is subse!pently referred to as the Intensive unit. A 

:untxed age f'lock of 200 Romney ewes were allocated to the farmlet. The 

overall stocking level was thus 8 ewes per acre. The ewes were obtained 

by randomization f'rom a larger flock, the remainder of which constituted 

the Control grrup. Both flocks consisted of approximately e!pal runibers 

of each age grrup (Table 2 . 1) .  No repls.cem:mt hoggets were run on the 

Intensive unit over the winter of 1966.. The replacerents were introduced 

from the original flock as two-tooths - 1 year old in the summer of 1966/6�. 

Thereafter all stock, except for rams, have been born and bred on the unit. 

The wether lambs are sold at weaning, or soon after. The grazing system 

is essentially set-stocking f'or most of the year. The unit is entirely 

sell-supporting in respect of feed re!pirerents. Hay is saved and cut 

during the rumner for winter feeding. No cattle are run on the unit. The 

carrying capacity of the unit over the 1967 winter was approximately l.0.5 

ewe e(]!livalents per acre (Table 2 .1) . 

The slightly larger Control flock, of' similar ag� structure 

(Table 2 . 1 ) ,  was run as one of several f'locks on an adjoining University 

farm. The flock was not confined to a defined area. The farm as a 

whole was at a stocking level of approximately 5 ewes per acre with cattle 



l 
Number of Adult Ewes Total Total 

Ewe 

No. No. 
ecpiva-

No. of No. of 
of of Area 

Sheep lents 
Year Unit Ewe Wether 

Ewes Sheep (Acres) per per 
Ho�ts Hoggets (lt yr. (2i yr .  (3t yr .  (4t )• Acre Acre 

old ) old ) old ) old (Hgt = 

0 . 6EE) 

65 61 61 65 252 252 Approx. 
Control 

- - (65 )  (60) (6o) (61) (246,) (246) 
- -5 

1966 

Intensive 50 49 50 51 200 200 25 8 8 - -
(47) (48) (45 ) (50 )  (190) (190 ) 

Control 143 10 64 65 57 59 245 398 - Approx. -
(137) (9 )  (6e)  (63 )  (56) (55 ) (236) (382 ) 5.5 

1967 

Intensive 
93 10 6e 46 48 45 201 304 25 12 .2 10 .5 (91) (10 )  (60) (45 )  (47) (42 ) (194) (295 )  

'l!able 2 . 1  - Nlmber of stock grazed on the experimental units as at March of each year. The mmber of 
stock shorn in the spring is given in brackets. 

� 
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(a ) 8 
D 1 9 58 -6 7 M ea n mont hl y  ra i n  f a l l  

• 1 96 7  M ean m o nt h l y r ai nfa l l  

7 

6 

� 5 
c: 

0 4 ' -
c: r- r-
0 3 a:: 

2 

0 L-
J f M A M J J A s 0 N D 

Months 

( b) 65 . 

60 

� 55 .... 
0 

� 50 ::;) -
0 
._ 
Ql 

� 45 
Ql 

1-

40 

-- 1 95 8 - 67 M e a n  m o n t h l y  t e m p e rat u r e  
35 - 196 7 Mean month l y  te m p era tu r e  

32 
J F M A M J J A s 0 N D 

M o n t h s  

F ig. 2 . 1 - (a) Month l y  r a i n fa l l  a n d  ( b) mean monthly temperature 
os  reco rded ot Gross lands  D i v i s i o n ,  D. S . I . R . ,  
Po l mers to n North .  



being grazed as recpired to control the pasture. The large farm is self 

wfficient in respect of feed.  Similarly the Control ewe flock is self 

wfficient except for rams, with the wether lanibs being sold at weaning or 

soon after. The system of grazing employed is one of mob-stocking thrrugh

rut the year with the yrung stock having access to a crop of chrumoellier 

for a period during the winter. The carrying capacity of the farm over 

the 1967 winter was approximately 5.5 ewe ecpivalents per acre . 

The trial area receives a 40 inch average a.nnlal rainfall with a 

fairly even monthly distribution. The mean monthly values recorded,  less 

than a mile aw�zy, at Grasslands Division, D . S . I .R. , Palmerston North for 

rainfall and mean temperature over the period 1958 - 1967 , and for 1967 

are presented in Fig. 2. 1 .  

The grazing areas are situated on Tokomaru silt loam which i s  

liable t o  pugging after prolonged heavy rain. Pasture s on both areas are 

chiefly Perennial Rye grass (Lolium perenne ) and White Clover (Trifolium 

repens) . Over the two years 1966 and 1967 the Intensive unit was top-

dre ssed with 1 ton of lime per acre and 5 cwt . of superphosphate . Over 

the same time span between 1�- and 2 cwt. per acre of superphosphate was 

applied to the area grazed by the Control flock. 

All operations on the two units were carried rut as close to

gether as was practically possible. The mniber of animals which were 

shorn in each flock is given in brackets in Table 2. 1 .  



C H A P T E R  3 

� H E E F F E C T  O F  � W O  D I F F E R E N � 

G R A Z I N G E N V I R O N M E N T S O N  

A: INTRODUoriON 

F O � � I O L E D E V E L O P M E N �  
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Work on the pattern of follicle group development has been re-

ri<JWed by Hardy and Lyne (195Gb) . Australian work (Sohinokel l.955b ; 

Short 1955a; Schinckel and Short 1961) atggests that all, or nearly all, 

the secondary follicle s in the Merino lamb are initiated by birth. Work 

with British breeds ::uggests this may not be the case (Fraser and Hamada 

1952 ; Burns 19548., 1955 ; Wildrnan IL96B). 

'Dbe mtritionaJ. status of the Merino ewe has been sho.vn to 

inflllence the pattern of follicle development of her offspring (Sohinckel 

1953 ,  l955a., l955b; Short l.955b; litgo 1958; Schinckel and Short ]l9Q; 

'Jlapl!in and Everitt 19'*; Everitt 1967) . �pending on the severity ot 

the mtritional oheck the retardation of the dev-elopmental patter� lOOJ 

be transient (Hugo :19513;_ 'Daplin and �ritt l9'*; �eritt 1967) , or 

permanent (Schinok.el ll.953 , lL955a, 1955b; � 1955b; Sohinckel and 
Sliort Jl961; AJ.l.den ll968).  �e to the law � ratio in the adult a.niraala 

of �n-!ferino breeds, and also the amall Dlllibers of e:zpeJ;"imental a.n:imQ,la 

used, the rea.tlts for _ non-llerino breeds are inconolnaive . It is gen

era.ll.3" mggested however that a restriction in maternal mtr�ti<?n alorrs 

the rate ot aecc:»nda.ry initiation and ma.turat�on (�nderaon lL953 ;_ Coop 
and Ola.rke 1!955 ; Ryder li955 ; W"Udma.n l.958a, l!9®; Doney and Smith l!.9'4.) . 
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Sohinokel (ll953) concluded ,  from his Merino eJEperiment, that 

the mtritiona.l penalty, imposed upon twins as compared with singles, and 

upon the progeey of yrung as CCIIIpared with older ewes, only re stricted 

' 
follicle developiD9nt during the animals first year of life . Few workers 

have shown these factors· to influence follicle development in British 

breeds (Hemerson lL953 ; Doney and Smith ll964.) . 

As k::na.vledge of the follicle development pattern of the Romney 

under New Zealand conditions is inadetpate , this study was initiated to 

examine the effect of both single and twin birth rank, and dam age upon 

the follicle development of animal s  being gazed at two stocking levels. 



'lnla study W8lS carried out as two inter-related parts. 

1966 lr.emb s A group of ewe lambs born in 1.966 were skin sampled at 

weaning. A repeat sampling was carried out a year 

la:ter at hogget shearill8· 

A small group of mixed sex lambs born in lL967 were 

skin sampled on the dq of birth. 'l?he � lalms were 

s.1bsequently skin sampled at weaning. 

1;  Selection of ADdmals 

1.966 Lambs - Prior to the ]966 weaning the ewe laiiibs from eaoh 

flook were divided,  on paper, into grrups of singles and twins from 2 year 

and 3 - 5 year old dams. Ten lambs were randomly selected from eaoh 

group. In one group (Intensive unit - twins from 2 year dam) there were 

onl,y nine animals. During processing several samples were damaged. . The 

mmbers of ani.mals in their respective groups are given in Table 3 .A.  

Dam Age Group' 
Stocking Birth Rank 
le"V"el Group. 

2 year Dam 3 - 5 year Dam 

Singles 8 
Control 

Trlna 8 

Singles 8 
Intenaiw 

'lrWins 8 

Table 3 .A. - 1966 lambs skin sample groups. 

9 

10 

10 

8 



1957 I.embs - As part of another study (Chapter 4) a grrup of 

ewes from each grazing unit were close]J" studied for body weight trends 

and wool growth during pregnancy. Skin ssmples were taken from their off

spring on the da,y of birth. The animals were divided into singles and 

twins with the age of the dam being disregarded. :D.lring processing several 

samples were damaged. The mmbers of animals in their respective grrups 

is given in Table 3.B . 

Birth Rank Group 
Stocking 

Level 
Singles 

Control 6 

Intensive 3 

'Eable 3.B .  - lL9&7 lambs skin sample grrups 

'1"rlns 

8 

7 

The basic sampling technicpe used was the same for all animals. 

'lJhe animal was laid on a specially constructed sampling table in a lateral. 

recumbent position . 'lJhe aampling site, on the left-hand side over the _ 

12th rib, was prepared by close clipping with electric clippers (Oster -

0000 Blades) . 'llhe sanple from the new born animals was taken in the 

paddock (Fig. 3.1), after the 88lJPling site was prepared by close clipping 

with oul"9'ed aoissors. 

lD. all cases the skin sample . was out by � u� of a 1 om. _ 

biopsy punah (Carter and Clarke 1957a) . �ter a f'� �at of' the P._1POh 

the sample was removed by forceps and Ellrgical aoissors. 'llhe diso of' 



Fig. 3 . 1  New born l.aJW following the taking of a skin 
section. 
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skin was pressed, euboutaneous eurface downwards, on to a piece of card

board and fixed in either alcohol or formalin. 

All animals were body weighed . A cradle and spring ba.l.ame 

(Fig. 3 .1)  was used for the new born lambs .  

3 :  Histological Tecbnicpes. 

The samples were proce ssed by a standard techniefle similar to 

that reported by Wickham (1958) using an "Elliot11 automatic tisme pro

cessor. Small scpares of cardboard with Indian ink Dllli>ers were used 

tor identification. 

Embedding was can.�ed out on a glass plate with the skin sa.Dple 

being pushed into the molten wax with a heated glass rod . The wax em

bedded samples were mounted on a wooden block tor sectioning. A 56 C .  

melting point paraffin wax was u sed in 1966 but considerable ditfioul ty 

was experienced w1 th ribboning. Following the addition of 20% beeswax 

in �967 Dl.lch improved rea1lt s were obtained .  Sections of 8 p thickness, 

cut throogh the level of the primary sebaceous glands, were saved . 

An adaptation of a staining technicpe, cormnonly called Gomori '  s 

Trichrome stain was u sed (Lillie 1954; Gurr 1956 ; Menzies 1959) .  The 

re eults of the staining techni<Pe were : - connective tisa1e, blue-green; 

kera tizized fibre , yellovr; Dl.lscle and cytoplasn, red ; and mcleii, 

grey-blue . The sections were mcunted in Canada balsam. 

4: Veamrement of the J'oll.icle Population 

Counts or the f'oll.icle �lation were made at xll5 using a 

"Bausoh and I.omb" m:loroprojeotor. The follicle densities of each animal 

were e stimated tran the mean of 10 a&Dple fields. In the case of' the 

DeW born lambs leas fields were used. Howe-.er, due to the greater density 

ot follicle s  w1 thin the akin, more follicles were aotual]3 ooonted over 
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less fields than is the case of the older animals. The sample fields 

were projected on to a circular area (Appendix I).  Each projection was 

of one s<pare millimetre of the mrunted section. The ua1al convention 

of structures covered by marginal lines was adopted whereby those follicles 

crossed by the top margin of the circle were included while those follicles 

crossed by the bottom :aargin of the circle were excluded. 

As a re&l t of difficulties experienced during sectioning not 

all sections were at the ideal level for follicle identification. The 

absolute criteria used for the identification of primary follicles was 

the presence of a sudoriferous duct. In 1D8.D3"' S8JJ!Ples the presence of a 

bilobed sebacecns gland and the follicul.ar arrangemsnt were of assista.ooe 

in primar,y follicle identification. 

As a re&lt of histological preparation all skin BaliPles umer-

went shrinkage to a varying degree. To obtain a true figure for folli-

cular density it was necessary to apply a correction factor - the ratio, 

area of the section/area of a circle of diameter 1 cm. This factor was 

obtained by projecting the whole section at a magnification of JC21 with 

the microprojector and tracing arcnnd the projected image. The mean of 

fcnr diameter meaEI.lrements was calculated and used as the basis of the 
correction faotor. 

s The P ratio was derived from the total IllJDl::>er of secondaries 

over the 10 fields divided by the total mmber of primaries. An esti-

mate of the true primry and secondary denai ty was obtained by ml tipl,ying 

the raw densities by the correction factor. 

5.: Statistical Tecb.niguea 

The atatistical ·ana.l,yaes were carried out with the u se  of an 
I.B-,.ll. 1620 Ooi:lplter. "'lor the sepal a1bolaas �sea all effects were 



considered to be of the fixed effect type. For the une<Pal subclass 

analJrses constants were fitted according to the least s<Pares model. 

In the following analyses several general models are used. 

( i )  Analysis of Variance 

><ij k  = p -t o. i +- bj -r { a.. bLj + e l.jk 
where a = stocking level effect 

b· = either birth rank effect: or age of animal effect 

In cases of une<Pal subclass mmbers when the interaction term 

was non-3ignifioant the model of : -

x�.) k :=. f1 + Q L  -t bj -r e �j k  

was substit.lted. 

(ii )  Within Group Regression Analysis 

Prior to an analysis of covari.a.nce the sample regression 

coefficients were tested against the hypothesis:  

by means of an F test . 

Mean S<Pares for regression ooeffioients 
F = 

Mean scpares w1 thin samples 

In oases of significance the oovariaooe analysis was still 

proceeded with following a graphical analysis to interpret 

the extent and direction ot 8l\Y bias that JDB3T be introduced. 

(iii) Covariame 

X tj = f + a �  � b j + p ( X �j - :x . .  ) + e � j 

Where interaction was significant the xoodel used was : -



0 :  msn:JrS 

The date and mean age of the groups of animals at each sampling 
are given in Table 3 . 1 .  

1:  1966, Laui> 8 

The data derived from each dam age grcup were ana.lysed separately 

to make statistical interpretation more meaningful by reducing the wmber 

of possible interaction terms. 

(i) Body Weight 

The group means of the body weight at each se.upling are 

given in Table 3.2.  The values for the a.nima.ls with 

3 - 5 year old dams are ulJI'feighted.  The mean scpares de

rived from an �sis of vari�e are given in Table 3 .3 .  

It is clear that the Control la:ai>s weaned from the older 

ewes are able to maintain their superior growth rate after 

weaning. Similarly single lambs which are significant� 

heavier (P<- 0.005) at weaning are still heavier (P.(.0.05 )  

at hogget shearing when one year old. There is a very 

prona.mced stocking level effect for both dem age grcups. 

This is the result of the low plane of feeding experienced 

by the Intensive hoggets in the early spring (Chapter 4) . 

There is no illdication in this data of the weaning weight 

being influenced by the stocking level of the dam. 

(ii) PriD.ry Density 

The group means of the primary follicle density at each 

isaupling are given in Table 3.4. 'mle values for the 
ani mala with 3 - 5 year old dams are unweighted. The 
mean s�ares derived from an a.nalysis of variance are 



Sanplling Date Mean Age 

1966 Lambs I I 
' 

Weaning i 30.ll.66 13 weeks ' 

I I 

Hogget Shearing i 28 . 9.6.7 I 56 weeks I 

I 
! 

�967 Lam:>s ' I Iembing 0 weeks 12.8 - 10 . 9.67 

Weaning 20.ll.67 13 weeks I 
Table 3.1  De.te and mean age of animals at each sampling. 
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U:ait 

I 

Control 

Intensive 

--

Table 3.2  

Sampling 

I 

� Weaning 
I 

Hogget Shearing I I ! 
I 
I I I 2 year Dam 
I 3 - 5 year Dam 2 year Dam 3 - 5 year Dam I ! 
I I 

I Singles 53 .0 lbs 58.3 lbs 85.0 lbs 
I 

92.8 lbs. I I I 
I I 

4-5.8 51.7  76.0 
I 

84.0 'fWins 

I 
Singles 55 .1 59.0 69.1 70.7 

'J!Wins 42.3 I 48. 6 6lt..8 67.6 

1966 Lamb s ;  Grcup means for b ody  weight. The values for the animals born to 

3 - 5 year old Dams are unweighted .  

t 



(a) 2 year old Dam 

Source 

S,toold.ng level 

Birth Rank 

Stocking Level x 

Birth Rank 

Residual 

df 

1 

1 

1 

28 

I 

Sampling 

Weaning Hogget Shearing 

3.78 1471.53*** 

810.03*** 357. 7:8* 

63 .28 42.-oJ 

27 . 64.  63 .37 

_ __. 

(b) 3 - 5 year old Dam 

Srurce df 

Stocking Lev-el 1 

Birth Rank 1 

Residual 34 

Sanpllng 

Weaning Hogget Shearing 

12 .01 3426.04••• 

654. n••• 332.43* 

41.06 68.24 

••• P <o.oo5 

Table 3.3 1966: I..a.d>s; Body weight. Mean acpe.res derived 

trOJn an a.nalysis ot va.riallce. 



Unit 

Control 

Intensive 

'.Dable 3.4 

Saup]ing 

Group Weaning Hogget Shearing 

2 year Dam 3 - 5 year Dam 2 year Dam 3 - 5 year De.m 
I 

Singles 3.4J. 3.34 2.12 2.07 

Twins 3 .96 3.66 2.27 2.26 

Singles 3 .55 3.42 2.74 2.40 

'llirins 3 .33 3 .32 2.53 2.54 

1966 lambs; �p mean for primary follicle density (mature follicles per scp.are 

millimetre) .  The values for the animals born to 3 - 5 year old Dams are un

weighted.  

i 

• 

:I;:' Q\ 



given in Table 3.5. There is neither a stocking level nor 

a birth rank effect at weaning for either of the dam age 

groups. At hogget shearing the stocking level effect is 

significant (P .c. O.Ol) for the 2 year old dam group while 

for the group with the older dams the effect is onl,y 

approaching statistical significance (P<:.O.�) . As no 

primary follicles are initiated after birth this stooking 

level effect me:y be considered to be due entire� to skin 

expansion as a rew.lt of body growth. There is a similar 

trend present in respect to a birth rank effect in all the 

groups at hogget shearing except the Intensive animals born 

to the young ewes. Both Schinkel and Short (1961) and 

Allden (1968) observed there to be considerable within 

group variation for individual follicle type density 

estimations. This was the case in this study. 

(iii ) Secondary Density 

'llli.e group means of secondary follicle density at each 

88li!Pling are given in Table 3 • 6. The vallles for the ani

mals with 3 - 5 year old dams are U!JI'Ieighted. The mean 

s�ares derived from an a.nal.ysis of variance are given in 

Table 3 .  7. As in the case of primary density there is a 

large within-group variability, particular� at the weaning 

88J1!Pling. Neither of the effects being studied are sta.t

istical.ly aignifioa.nt for either dam age group at weaning. 

The density for the Intensive twins in both dam age groups 

at weaning is notiooe.bq lCJifer than the other groups. It 

� be a1ggested that this reduction in density is due to a 

slowing in the rate of ma. tura.tion of some of the la. ter 
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I 

(a) 2 year old Dams 

Srurce 

Stocking level 

Birth Rank 

Stocking �1 X 

Birth Rank 

Residual 

df' 

1 

1 

1 

28 

(b ) 3 - 5 year old Dams 

Swrce df 

Stocking U.Wel 1 

Birth Rank 1 

Residual 34. 

• P <0.05 ;  

Sampling 

Weaning Hogget Shearing 

0.49 1.53•• 

0.21 0.01 

1.17 0.25 

0.92 0.18 

Sampling 

Weaning Hogget Shearing 

0.13 0.87 

0.13 0.26 

0.42 0.22 

]i966 Lambs; Prla.ry follicle denai ty. Jlean 

Bf!l&reS derived from an �aia of' va.ri.aDce . 
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Unit 

Control 

Intensive 

--- --

Table 3 . 6  

-

Sampling 

Group Weani.ng Hogget Shearing 

2 year Dam 3 - 5 year Dam 2 year Dam 3 - .5 year Dam 

Singles 15 .28 15 .58 9.51 9.43 

Twins 15.57 15.40 9.82 9.63 

16.21 m.62 I 
Singles 15 .24 12.72 I I 

Twins 13 .1.7 1.3 .55 ll.93 11.70 
-�- � - - ------- --- �-� --

196.6 lambs; <h-rup means for secondary follicle density (mature follicles per s�are 

millimetre) .  The valne s for the a.nimals born to 3 - 5 year old Dams are un

weigbted . 

-& 



(a) 2 year old Dam 

Srurce 

Stocking level 

Birth Rank 

Stocking Iev.el x 

Birth Rank 

Residual 

(b) 3 - 5 year old Dam 

Srurce 

Stocking Level 

Birth Rank 

Residual 

cif' 
Weaning 

1 11.93 

� 6.32 

1 11.16 

28 14.75· 

cif' 
Weaning 

1 2.98 

1 17.44 

34 12.05 

•• P -<. 0.01; 

Sampliing 

Bbgget Shearing 

56.71••• 

0.4-5 

2.lJO 

3.33 

Sup ling 

Hogget Shearing 

23.89•• 

3 .58 

2." 

••• P< 0.005 

!able 3.7 1966 Le.ui>a; Secondary toUio1e clellld ty .  llean 

e<parea derived trom an ana.lyaia ot variance. 
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{iv) 

developing secondary :follicles. At hogget shearing there 

is a significant stocking level e:f':f'ect, as in the case o:f' 

primary density,  which rrey be considered to be due to skin 

expansion. It is apparent :from an examination o:f' the 

Intensive twin grcup means that the later developing second

aries not present at weaning have matured by hogget shearing 

so that the :fibre densities o:f' the Intensive grc:ups are 

coupara.ble at hogget shearing. 

s 
P ratio 

For statistical a.na.l.Jais the � ratio was transformed to 

a logarithmic scale to the base e.  This base was chosen 

as it had previou sly proved mi table :for other similar 

analyses {Cockrem 1966) .  

The grcup means :for each sampling are given in 

Table 3.8. The values :for the 3 - 5 year old dam grcups 

are unweighted. The mean squares derived :from an analysis 

o:f' variance o:f' the transformed data are given in Table 3.9.  

The birth rank is significant {P �0.05) in both dam age 

grcups .  The trends in the :follicle densities consti t-

uting the ratio :for the Intensive twin groups are clearly 

a delaying o:f' secondary ma.mration (Table 3.6) . The 

S:f low pt' ratio :for the Control twin gaups stems f'rom a high 

primary density (Table 3.4-) . The reason :for these high 

values can only be asauned to be due to large wi thin-grcup 

variability aDd amall grcup aize. There are no aigni:f'i

S:f' 
cant effects in respect to the P.f ratio at hogget 

shearing. 
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Unit 

Control 

Intensive 

-·- --- --

Table 3.8  

I . 

Sampl.ing ! i I 
I I 

Group Weaning Hogget Shearing I 
i I 
• 

2 year Dam 3 - 5 year Dam 2 year Dam 3 - 5 year Dam 

Singles 4.4-9 4.63 4.50 4.57 

(1.501) (1.532 ) (�.503) (1.519) 

'rwins 3.96· 4.20 4.32 4.28 

(1.376) (�.435 ) (1.464.) (1.453 ) 

Singles 4.28 4.70 4.67 4./4B 

(1.453 ) (1.547) (1.541) (1.500) 

TWins 3.95 4.10 4.73 4.65 

(1.373 ) (1.412) (1.553 ) (1.536) 

St 
1966 lambs; Grwp treans for Pl ratio. The values for the animals born to 3 - 5 year 

old Dams are unrreighted . The vaJ.ues in parenthesis have been transformed to a log

ari tbmi.c scale to the base e .  )!] 



(a) 2 year old Dam 

Scurce 

Stocking J..ev;el 

Birth Rank 

Stocking Iev:el x 

Birth Rank 

Re sidual 

i 

(b) 3 - 5 year old Dam 

Swrce 

Stook:i.Dg �el 

Birth Rank 

Residual 

df' 

1 

1 

1 

28 

df'' 

1 

1 

34 

52 

Sa.npling 

Weaning Hogget Se.upi] :i ng 

0.005 0.033 

0 .084* 0.001 

0.004 0.005 

0.014 0.011 

Seupldng 

Wea.niDg Hogget Shearing 

o.ooo o .ooa 

0.122* 0.002 

0.016 0.014 

Sf 1966 l..ta.d>s;  PF ratio. llean &<!lares derived f'ran 

an a.naJ3rsis at varia.nce following a loSe trans

forua.tion. 
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2 : 1967 Le.Di> s 

(i)  Body Weight 

The unweighted grcup mans from each sampling aDd the mean 

s�ares derived from an analysis of' varia.rlce are given in 

Table 3.10. The dams of these animals experienced a more 

severe winter m tri tional check than the dams of the 1.966 

lalribs on account of the increase in stock D.UIIDers carried 

by the two units over the 1967 winter. Thcugh the stocking 

level of the ewes did not affect the birth weight of the 

lambs there was a significant (P<-0.05)  stocking level effect 

in the lanibs weaning weight. 

On account of' insufficient numbers the sex effect on 

birth weight was not estimated. There was however a 

significant birth rank effect. The umreighted mean of the 

Intensive singles is made up of only three observations. 

(ii )  Primary Density 

{iii) 

The unweighted group means and mean squares derived from 

an ana..lysis of' variance are given in Table 3 .ll.  Despite 

the birth rank effect for body weight at birth the effect 

is non-significant far primary density, ma.i.nl3' on aoccunt 

of the large within-grcup variation. At weaning this vari

ation is considerabzy reduced , in comparison with the previous 

year, and there is a significant birth raDk effect. This 

is in line with the body weight trends as the twin animals 

have a high primary density due to their smaller mrf'ace area. 

Secondary Density 

The unrreigbted grcup means from each saDPling and the mean 



(a) UDII'eighted Group MeallS 

Se.np]ing 
Unit Grolp 

Birth Weaning 

Singles 10.4 lbs 51.8 lbs 
Control 

Twins 8.7 44.0 

Singles 10.9 �.o 
Intensi-v;e 

'lwins 8.3 37.9  

(b) Mean Scpe.res derived from an a.nalysis of Variance 

I 

Saupling 
Sc:urce dt 

Birth Weaning 

Stocking level 1 0.04 163.32* 

Birth Rank l 22.57** 41-9.48••• 

Residual 21 2.28 26.13 

** P < O.Ol ;  ***  P < 0.005 

Table 3 .JD - �967 Iembs; Body weight. 
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(a) Uureighted gJ"Qlp means 

I Sampling 

Unit Grrup 

Birth Weaning 

Singles 9.22 2.88 

Control 

'llwins 9.41 
I 
I }..75 

I 

Singles 8.22 

Intensive 

TWins 

(b) Mean scpares derived from an a.nalysis o£ variance 

Sal roe 

Stocking lev-el 

Birth Rank 

Residual 

• p <.. 0.05 ;  

I I I Sanpling I df 

I Birth Weaning 
' 

1 1.14 0.()4. 

1 5.88 2.24.••• 

21 3.05 0.]4. 

•• P � o.ol.; 

1967 :t.ulbs; Prime.J;y follicle deJJSi.ty 

{m'blre follicles per scpare mUli

metre) .  
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(iv) 

squares derived from an aDBl.ysis of va.riame are given in 

Table 3.12. As with primary density there i s  no clear 

trend in the group means at birth. There is also a large 

within-group va.riabili ty. At weaning the birth rank effect 

is significant . The seoondary density trends shown by 

these animals are in marked contrast to those observed for 

the 1966 lambs. The higb values of the secondar,y density 

for the twin ani mal s suggests that no secondaries have been 

retarded in their maturation and the effect is due entirely 

to reduced body growth and a conse�ently smaller a1rface 

area. 

s 
P ratio 

For statistical analysis the � ratio loge transformation 

was again used. The Ulllfeighted group means are given in 

Table 3.13 (a) . The mean square s derived :from an a.na.lysis 

of variance are given in Table 3.13 (b) . There is a signifi

cant (P�0.05)  birth rank effect at birth with the twin 

animals having the lower values a1ggesting that proportion-

al.ly less secondarie s have matured at birth. It is apparent 

that the large within-group variability present for both 

primary and secondary density is partially removed in 

deriving the ratio allowing the birth rank effect to become 

significant. This will be due to a removal of the effects 

sr 
of skin stretching. The P.f ratio differences are in line 

with the birth weight differences. The faot that all the 

ratios at birth are lOlfer than those Ob served later at 

weaning suggest there to be several iJIJ18.ture secondaries 

within each group at birth. This was clearl,y apparent 



I I I I 

�a.) Umreighted group means 

Unit Grcnp 

Singles 

Control 

'rwins 

Singles 

Intensive 

Twins 

Birth Weaning 

31.50 I 14.22 I 
28.80 16.91 

29.57 14.72 

31.40 16.53 

(b) Mean scpare s derived from an analysis of variance 

I 
Sampling 

Scuroe dt 
Birth Weaning 

Stooking Isvel l. ,5.95 0..03 

Birth Rank 1 5.35 30.68• 

Resicllal 21 22.02 4.01 

• p <. 0 .05 

I 

J 

Ta.ble 3.12 1967 lanDs; Secondary follicle density 

(ma"blre follicles per scpare milli

mtre) .  
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(a) Umeighted group :rreans. The values in parenthesis 
have been transformed to a logarithmic scale to the 
base e .  

Se.mpling 
Unit Grrup 

Birth Weaning 

Singles 3.45 4.91 

(1.237) (1.591) 

Control 

Twins 3. 06, 4.49 

(1.117) (1.502)  

Singles 3.57 4.39 

(1.272) (1.400) 

Intensive 

TwillS 2.98 4.56 

(1.091) (1.518) 

(b) Me an  squares derived from an analysis of variance . 

Sa.npling 
Source df 

Birth Vieaning 

Stocking level 1 o .ooo 0.005 

Birth Rank 1 0.114* 0.009 

Residual 2� 0.017 0.010 

• P <.  0. 05 

T'able 3.13 
sr 1967 I.e.mbs ; Pi ratio. 
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F ig 3 .  2 - Photomic rog r aph of s kin s e c tion at birth of an Int e n s ive 
twin animal bor n  to a 2 y e ar old dam . ( x l 2 0 )  



visuall,y - Fig. 3.2.  In contrast to the 1966 lambs there 

was no birth rank effect apparent at weaning. The values 

of the ratios in all the grrups are comparable with those of 

the single 11.966 lambs. It is therefore apparent that in 

1967 the maturation of the later maturing secondaries has 

not been retarded beyond weaning. 



D s  DISCUSSION 

The pre-na. tal ru tl.·i tional. re stricti on to which the animals in 

the trial were subjected was a direct effect of birth rar� rather than 

stocking level. The birth weight trends of the 1967 lanibs provide evid

ence of this in that the birth rank effect was significant (P L. 0 .01) while 

the stocking level effect was clearzy non-significant . This trial is 

therefore cooparable to those of Henderson (1953 ) ,  Schinckel ( 1953 ) ,  

Ryder (1955 ) ,  Wildman (1958) ,  Doney and Smith (1964.) and Wildnen (196.5 ) .  

The imposed effect s  are nuch less severe than those reported by Schi.nclr..el 

and Short (1961) and Allden (1968) .  It is reasonable to as� from the 

work of n:e.rzy authors (reviewed by Fraser and Short 196o) that all prilmry 

follicles are fully developed before birth. The ratio of mature secon-

dary follicles to mature primary follicles is therefore a satisfactory 

measure of the course of developnent of the secondary follicle s in a 

given group of animals. 

A COII!Parison of the � ratio of singles and twins at birth 

showed a significant (P ..c::. 0.  05) difference in the Illni::ler of active second

arie s. This is in agreement wi. th the findings of Schinckel (1953 ) ,  

Short (1955b ) and Schinckel and Short (1961 ) .  Ryder (1955 ) and WildiiBll 

(1958) found no significant effect of' pre-natal nutrition on follicle or 

fibre ratio at birth. It i s  possible that the conq;>etition between twin 

foetu se s  for mtrients in the later stages of pregnancy was sufficient 

to retard the maturation of initiated secondary follicles ju st prior to 

Sf 
birth. The stocking level of the ewe was withcut effect on the Pf 
ratio of' the 1aDib at birth. The dams of the Intensive la.Jij:) s  experienced 

a period of considerable mtritional. stress in the ear:cy- spring 

(Chapter 4) . The demands of a twin pregnancy JrJ1!J.Y therefore be asauned 



to be of a greater magnitude in inflnencing the maturation of secondary 

follicles than a marked reduction in ewe body weight just prior to l.al!i>ing. 

Schinckel (195.5b) obsened the larger a.nime.ls at birth to have a 

greater total mni>er of primaries am also a lower primary density. 

�ough not significant these trends are apparent in this study if birth 

weight is used as a meas.1re of body size . The laok of sign:ificanoe "''l8Y 

be due to a large within-group va.riabillity. Similar)Jr the large within

grcup variability of secondary follicle density at birth is a1ggested as 

the reason for no direct effect being observable despite the effect shown 

St' 
by the Pi ratio. 

Despite the ear)Jr set back in the growth rate of the 1.967 lambs 

Sf 
the Pi ratio at weaning was not significant:cy- affected by either a 

stocking level or a birth rank effect .  The primary and secondary density 

both showed significant birth rank effects. An examination of the grcup 

means a1ggests this to be an effect of skin expansion. It may be con-

eluded from these re sults that the follicle population of the 1967 lamb s  

has attained adult proportions with neither the stocking level nor the 

birth rank having permanent:cy- affected the pop.1lation in � wrq. 

The �966 animals however showed a significant (P .c.o .05 ) birth 

Sf 
rank effect for the PI ratio at weaning. An examination of the grcup 

means ahOVJs the effect to rea1lt from a depre ssion in the maturation rate 

of the later developing secondaries amongst the twin animals of both dam 

age grcups. The effect is not sh.Oifn by the aeconda.r,y density data pre

auDe.b]\1 because of the large wi tbin-grcup variability present. Weaning 

weight trends indicate there to have been a greater mtritional stress 

applied to the Intensive animals in 1967 than in 1966. It is therefore 

difficult to explain the depression of the secondary maturation rate in 

terms of the pre-wea.ning plane of mtrition. 'WUdman (1965) observed 



for the Romney 1 over a period of five years Ba.Dpling of laDibs of different 

sr ages, that the P.f ratio tended to reach a meximtm by the time the laDbs 

were 90 days of age . He observed between year variabillity in the rate 

of attaining this maxim1m vallle .  At a year of age all animals had a 

similar � ratio (statisticaJ.l3) with both pri.maJ:y and secondary density 

showing marked effects of skin expansion. It may therefore be concluded 

that the secondary maturation delay at weaning was only transient and that, 

as in the case of the lL967 l.am:>s, the follicle population of these lambs 

subsecpent� attained adult proportions with neither the stocking level 

nor the birth rank having permanent� affected the population in a:rr:f way. 

The age of the dam had no noticeable effect on the developmnt 

of the follicle population at either birth or weaning, thrugh the lambs 

bm-n to older ewes did show a groeater gro.vth rate. This mperior growth 

rate was still in evidence at hogget shearing for the Control animals. 

This study Slggest:s that at rooderate to high levels of stocking 

the follicle initiation of the foetal lamb is not permanently affected 

in e:rv way. The birth rank is hCMeVer of greater inportance than 

stocking level in regulating the rate of maturation of initiated second-

aries. Arv dela;y caused is of a transient nature . As both pre and 

post-natal effects are confrunded in the imposed treatments ana.l3rsis in 

these terms is withrut maning. Because of the capacity of young sheep 

to undergo long periods of underm tri tion wi thc:n t impairing wool pro

duction in later life (Allden lL.968) ,  a situation in which permanent 

changes in the follicle pop1lation cruld be induced "ft''lld be extremely 

rare under New Zealand grazing conditions for the R01J1n8Y sheep. 



C H A P T E R  lt 

� ffi E E F F E C T  O F  T W O  D I F F E R E N T  G R A Z I N G  

E N V I R O N M E N T S O N  T H E S E A S O N A L  P A T T E R N  

O F  W O O L  G R O W T H. 

A :  INl'RODUCTION 

An a.mnlal cycle in the rate of wool growth has been observed by 

many workers using several breeds of sheep in different environments . 

The cycle has been shovm to be essentially an inherent rhythm (Hu tchinson 

and Wodzicka - Toma.szewska 1961 ; Hu tchinson �965 ) able to be modified by 

(i)  rutrition (Ferguson, Carter and Hardy 1949 ; Coop 1953 ; Schinckel �96o, 

1963 ; Doney and Smith 1961 ; Doney 1966·; Doney and Eadie 1967) , (ii ) the 

immediate physical environment of light (futchinson 1965 ) and temperature 

(futchinson and Wodzicka-Toma..szewska 1961 ) ,  and (iii ) pregnancy and �t

ation (Coop 1953 ) .  The literature reviewed by Ferguson, Wallace and 

Lindner (1.965 ) suggests that the inherent wool growth rhythm is influenced 

by the endocrine system. It is apparent that there are considerable 

breed differences in the magnitude of the cycle which is expressed in terms 

of changes in both fibre length and fibre diameter grc:NTth rates .  

lL953 ; Doney and Smith 1961 ; Rosa 19�5 ) .  

(Coc!Jp) 

The associated glands of the wool :follicle exhibit an anrual 

cycle in their output which is in phase with the fibre outplt of the wool 

follicle (D� and Carter 'lL955 ) .  

No comparison of the seasonal pattern of wool growth of sheep 

grazed at different stocking levels has been attempted in New Zealand. 



It is likely that there is an association of higher stocking levels with 

100re severe mtritional stre sse s during periods of low feed availability 

with a possible association of these stresses with increased wool fault . 

It was therefore decided to examine the monthly wool growth pattern in 

terms of wool weight , fibre diwreter and fibre length under two stocking 

levels . 



1 � Selection of Animals. 

'l1he study was carried rut during 1967 on two classes of animals; 

e-.ve hoggets and adult ewes. 

{i) Ewe Hoggets; 

Nine animals were randoml,y selected f'rom each of the fcur 

birth rank grrups of ewe lambs born in 1966 that were skin 

sanpled at weaning (Ohapter 3 ) .  The age of the dam was ig

nored (Table 4.A) • 

Control 

Intensi"re 

Table 4.A 

(ii )  Adult Ewes :  

G r o u p  

Singles Twins 

9 9 

9 9 

The ewe hogget monthly sample 
grrups 

A grrup of two year old and a grrup of frur year old ewes, 

each of ten animals, were randomly selected from each flock. Two 

animals died prior to lambing and five did not l.a.Di> . The data 

from these barren animals were not e.nalysed statistically sime 

the small Dllli>ers in each grrup prevented the estimation of 

the effects of the barrenness. 

'llbe grrups and their respective Dllli>ers are given in Table 4.B . 



Control 

Intensive 

Table 4.!l 

2 :  Sampling 

G r o u p; 

2 yr. old 4 yr. old 

8 10 

7 8 

The adult ewe monthly S8.IJ!>le 
groups 

Com:nencing on the 28th December ]966 the animals were �led 

every 28 days until the 22nd November 1967. The adult ewes were not 

sampled on the 31st August (S8Jill?ldng 9) due to lambing being in progre ss. 

The animals were laid on a specially constructed sampling table in a lateral 

recumbent position. The wool sruq:>le was taken from the right hand side of 

the animal at the standard mid-side position. When the December �ling 

was taken, (subse cpently called Sa.npling 0) there was sufficient wool 

growth to be able to easily identify the boundarie s of the clipped area. 

On account of the large mmber of animals involved it was felt that with 

care in clipping, tattooing cwld be avoided . 

Clipping was carried out using "Oster" electric clippers 

( OCXX> Blades) . The lengths of the four sides of the patch were measured 

by means of vernier calipers with lengthened arms. The animals were body 

weighed after sampling. 

3 :  Scouring 

The " greasy" wool sanples were placed in a lmmidi ty room for 

48 hours before weighing. 'IDle room was controlled to 68� and 65% 

relative humidity. For scouring the samples were placed in small eylon 



bags. The sample s :Crom the first two samplings were scoured by the four 

bowl detergent and water scouring method . Even though no agitation was 

used it was apparent that there was considerable fibre loss. Organic sol-

vents were u sed for all subsecpent scouring. The secpence of solvents , in 

which the sample s were placed for three minutes,  was ether, 95% alcohol and 

cold water . There was no agitation. The sample s were dried in a blast of 

warm air, then a.l.lowed to con.di tion in the humidity room for 48 hours, before 

being reweighed .  The loss in weight i s  subsecpently called yolk. 

4: Fibre �ngth Estimation 

The mean fibre length of the samples from five randomly selected 

ewe s of each of the four groups was e stimated . A few fibres at a time were 

placed between two piece s of glass and the image projected onto a solid 

screen by an ordinary photographic slide projector. The magnification was 

such that one millirreter of fibre was e cpal to half an inch on the screen. 

The length of twenty five fibre s was measured by means of a map wheel and the 

mean length calculated .  

5 : Fibre Diameter Estimation 

The man fibre diameter of the adult ewe samples ,  for which fibre 

length was obtained , was e stimated by the airflow technique (Anderson 1954) . 
IAl.ring the winter months marzy of the wool sample s were less than 

2g in weight, the weight for which the original apparatu s was calibrated . 

'llhe apparatus was therefore adapted (Appendix II) and all masurements were 

carried out u sing a lg sample. 

four readings of one sub sample . 

6:  Statistical Techniques 

The dia1mter was e stinated as the mean of 

The statistical models used are given in Sha.pter 3 ,  Section B . 5 . 



C :  RESUIIrS 

Relevant me terological data are given in Fig. 2 . 1 .  

each sampling are given in Table 4. 1.  

The dates of 

Follovd.ng a preliminary examination the data, obtained in re speet 

to the weight of yolk present in the samples, were frund to be unsuitable 

for further analysis since the within group regression coefficients to be 

used in covariance analysis were signif'icantly different . Analysis of 

yolk production per unit area wruld be feasible but was not attempte d .  

1 . Ewe Hop..get Data. . 

(i ) Ewe Hogge t Body Weight . 

The unad justed grcup means are plotted in Fig. 4. 1 (a) . The 

mean s�ares for an a.na.lysis of variance of the group means are given in 

Table 4.2 . The growth curve is typical of that experienced under New 

Zealand conditions with a pla teauing of growth over the winter months . 

The drop in body weight of the Control animals at Sampling 9 occurred 

sinultaneously with the a.P .. ima.ls being fed a crop of choumoellier. The 

nutrition of the Intensive animals was severely restricted in the early 

part of the spring as a result of confining the animals to as small an area 

as possible . This practice thru gh enabling the lanibing ewes to have access 

to more pasture retarded the body growth of the hoggets. The graph and 

table reiterate (� 1.967 ) that animals born and reared as singles are 

superior in their grovtth rate to animals born and reared as twins, attaining 

a heavier body weight at a specific age . 

In an attempt to study growth rate by remoVing the effearts of the 

body weight at the start of each analysis period , an a.nalysis of covar

iance was carried rut using data adjusted for each previous Bali!Pling. 



- -

Sampling Number Date 
1--- -

1966 
0 29t.'-l December 

1967 
1 17th Jamary 

2 15th February 

3 15th March 

4 12th April 

5 lOth May 

6\ 7th JUne 

7 5th JiaCI.y 

8 2nd August 

9 31st August 

(Ewes not sampled due 
to lambing in progress) 

10 28th September 

ll 25th October 

12 22nd November 

'Fable 4. 1 - Dates on which mid-side wool sampling 

was carried out . 
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Sampling Number 
SOurce df 1- -

1 2 3 4 5 

Stocking Level 1 81.00 4.00 11 . 11 28 .45 3 . 99 

Birth Rank 1 5€o. ll** 312 . 11* 400 .00* 289.00* 300.44* 

Stocking Lev;el x 
Birth Rank 1 ll.ll 7.11 9 .00 13.44 44.45 

Residual 32 52 .53 61.56 57. 65 61 . 66. 68 . 65 
----- -- - - - -----

Sampling Number 
&urce df - -- ·- - -- - - - -

7 8 9 10 11 

Stocking Level 1 49 .00 0.44 13 .44 971.35** 3043 .36*** 

Birth Rank 1 427. 10* 765 .44** 658 . 77** 831.35** � . 25* 

Stocking Level x 
Birth Rank 1 75 . 12 128.44 169 . 01 200 .71 26l.36 

Residual 32 71.06· 77 . 90 76 . 65 83 .84 84. 62 
- ---

• P <  0.05 ;  * * p < 0.01 ; *** p < 0.005 .  

'lfu.ble 4. 2 Ewe hogget body weight . Mean squares derived from an analysis of variance .  

6 

81.00 

255 . 98 

32 .12 

73 .53 

12 

2686 . 69*** ! 
! 

812 .24*** 

330.03* 
"-----� 

78 .49 

� 
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To test the validity of this step a conq>arison of within grrup regressions 

was also perforrred.  The mean s�ares for these analyses are presented in 

Tables 4.3 and 4.4.. The within grrup regression coefficients are signifi

cantly different in Samplings 10 and 12 .  A graphical analysis of the within 

group regressions at Sali!Plings 10 and 12 was performed. Despite the J.% 

level of significance for Sampling 10 the stocking level effect means are 

accurately estimated thrugh the birth rank effect means are biased to the 

extent of the birth rank effect being diminished. Similarly for Sampling 

12 the stocking level effect means are accurately estimated while the birth 

rank effect is slightly overestimated. 

The adjusted treans are given in Table 4.5 . Following the re

moval of the birth rank effect at the start of the trial it can be seen 

that the rates of grO'Nth have been comparable . Tlms the single animals 

which are heavier at weaning (cllang 1967) remain the heaviest because both 

grrups share a conmon grO'I\Tth rate . The significant stocking level effect 

at Samplings 4 and 6 is thrught to be due to day to day grazing ma.nagerent 

within each unit. As a result of the heavy set-stocking of the Intensive 

hoggets from mid-August to early October the paddock was soon "eaten out" . 

It is apparent from the table that during September these animals were 

relying very largely on their 0'1\Tn body reserves to keep alive and were thus 

losing weight. The situation contirued until the spring flush of growth 

started which was abru t the time they were released . 

(ii )  Ewe Hogget Wool Weight 

The total weight of wool clipped from the patch was used as the 

criteria for the analysis of wool growth rather than the commonly used cri

teria of weight per unit area. A graph is presented ,  however, of trends 

in wool weight per unit area (Fig. 4.2 (a) ) .  The area used in deriving 



Sampling Number 

Scurce df 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

:mtwn. Regression } - 5 .08 5 .59 7.00 1.4-.03 0.41 Coefficients 

Individual 28 - 7- 93 5 .10 6.73 6.35 4.59 

�--- ---------� --------- - - ------- - -- - ---

, Sampling Ntunber 

Source df' 
7 8 9 101 ll 12 

Btwn. Regression 
3 7.82 4.96 6,.09 38.32** 5 .53 l-7.83* Coefficients 

Individual 28 5.96 10. 13 13 .02 6.48 9 . 95 5 . 60  
------ -----------""-' 

* p < 0.05 ; **  p < 0.01 .  

Table 4.3 - Ewe hogget body weight. Mean squares derived from a within grcup regression analysis of body 

weights adjusted for the previous sampling. 

i I 

I 

� 



Sampling N.unber 
Source df 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

atocking Level ]. - 48.49* 2 .04 72 .23"'** 11.26 120.51*** 

B!i.rth Rank lL - 30 . 15 11. 32 4.25 o . • 11 1.30 

Stocking Level x 
36.34* l Birth Rank lL -

5 . 00 6.56 7 . 15 4.09 
Residual. 31. - 7.68 

Sampling Number 
Source df 

7 8 9 10 11 12 

Stocking level 1 3 .28 62.72* 18.35 1213 .31*** 534.85*** 2 .31. 

Birth Rank 1 28. 15* 49. 14* 0.02 16.84 68 .14* 27.30 

Residual 32 6.29 9.57 12 .17 9.32 9.44 6.88 

--------- ---- �-- - --- ---------- -------�- ----

... p .(' 0 . 05 ; ** p < 0 .01 ; *** p < 0 .005 . 

'llable 4.4 EWe hogget body weight. Mean squares derived from an analysis of covarie.nce of body weights 

adjusted for the previous sampling. � 



Sampling Control Intensive 

Number Singles Twins Singles Twins 

1 - - - -

2 64.0 lbs 64.1 lbs 59. 6  l.bs 63.7  lbs 

3 71.3 69.9  71. 6 70 . 6  

4 74.5 75.1  71.4 72 .4 

5 75 .1 74.0 75 .2 76 .1  

6 77.8 78 . 6  81.8 81. 9  

7 81.5· 78 .5  79 . 9  79.1 

8 84.7 81.3 81.2 79 .7  

9 78 . 9  77.8 79.4  80 .1  

10 85 .5 83 . 8  73 .4 72 . 7  

11 82 . 8  82 .9 73 .4  75 .2 

12 84.3 81.2  82 .9  82 .0 

Table 4.5 - Ewe hogget body weight. Grcup mans adjusted for the 

previous sampllicg. 
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this graph was the area of the patch as measured at the first sampling. 

On account of the variability in the area of the clipped patches, 

particularly between samplings, but also between animals, an analysis of 

the unadjusted clipped weight of wool is withrut meaning. The within 

animal variability, arising f'rom sldn expansion as a result of natural 

grcw1th ,  ma;J" be removed by adjustiOOnt of each Sa.II!>ling for an early sa.D'!Pling. 

Sampling 3 was used as the "base line" on accrunt of' a different IOOthod of 

securing being used for the first two samplir.ags. From an examination of 

the variab::i..li ty of areas within a.ey group at each sampJ.ing it is clear 

that the between animal variability is unlikely to re sult in a.ey bias being 

introduced. 

The mean squares for the within grrup regression analysis for 

sample weights adjusted to Sampling 3 are given in Table 4. 6.  The be

tween regression coefficient mean squares are all non-significant. 

The mean squares for an analysis of covariance of sample weights 

adjusted to Sa.II!>ling 3 are given in Table 4. 7. The adjusted grrup IOOans 

are given in Table 4.8 .  There is a pronrunced seasonal rhythm of grcmth 

with a summer maxinum and winter miniiillm. The results (in conjunction 

with the weight per unit area means plotted in Fig. 4.2 (a) ) suggest that 

the period of maxiiillm or near maxinum wool growth may be maintained until 

the April-May period, or about a month later than is the case of the 

adult ewes. The period of reduced wool grcmth rate is associated with 

the plateeuing of the body weight curve. The sudden drop in wool gro.vth 

of the Control animals at San!Pling 9 occurred at the same time as a drop 

in body weight when the animals were being fed a chouxooellier crop for a 

short period. 

'IDle birth rank effect i s  not significant at a.ey stage . 



S�ling Number 

SOurce df 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

B3twn. Regression 3 - - - 0 . 18 0.}0 o.o6 Coefficients 

Individual. 28 - - - 0.21 0 .29 0.43 
-� -�----------

Source df 
7 

Btwn. Regression 3 0.39 Coefficients 

Individual. 28 0 . 45 
------ -

S�ling Number 

8 9 10 

0.32 0.08 0.44 

0.39 0 .38 0 .33 

All non-significant . 

11 

0.30 

0 .30 
�--�--------- -

12 

0 .30 

0 .56 
- - --- - -------

Table 4.6 Ewe hogget clean wool weight. Mean scpares derived from a within group regression a.nalysis 

of sample weights adjusted for S�ling 3 .  

I 

\! 



Sampling Number 
Source dt 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

S,tocld.ng level � - - - 1 . 90** 0 . 95 0 . 09 

Birth Rank 1 - - - 0 . �3 0 . 30 o . 69 

Residual 32 - - - 0 . 20 0 . 28 0 .39 
-

Sampling Number 
Sblroe df' 

7 8 9 10 11 12 

S..tocld.ng Lev;el 1 o.oo 3 .57** 2 .02* 26.82U* 54. 18*** 41.20* ** 

Birth Rank 1 0 .56 0.09 0 . 13 0.02 0.01 o .o6 

Residud 32 0.43 0.37 0 .35 0 . 33 0 .29 0 . 52 
-�-----

• p c  0.05 ;  ** p < 0.01 ; *** p < 0.005 .  

'!'able 4 .7 Ewe hogget clean wool weight . Mean sq)lare s  derived from an analysis of covariance of sample 

weights adju sted for Sampling 3 .  

I 
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Sampling 

Number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

Table 4.8 

Control Intensive 

Singles Twins Singles Twins 

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

4.07g 4.20g 4.53g 4.67g 

4.4-3 4.65 4.1.5 4. 29 

3 . 20 3 . 67 3 . 48 3 . 6o  

3 . 10 3 . 46 3 . 19 3 .35 

3 . 19 3 .06 2 . 54 2 . 44 

2 . 58 2 . 29 1.95 1. 96 

3 . 53 3 . 42  1. 77 1. 70 

3 . 77 3 . 6o 1.23 1 . 20 

4. 69 4.57 2 .56 2 .� 

Ewe hogget wool weight . Grrup means adju sted for 

Sampling 3 • 

81 
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2. Adult Ewe Data 

'IDle adult ewes were not sampled at. Samp:iliing 9 due to lambing 

being in progre ss . The method of �sis of the data was the same as for 

the ewe hogget data. 

(i)  Adult lilwe Body Weight 

The unweighted group means are plotted in Fig. 4.1. (b ) .  The 

IOOan Sq).lares derived from an analysis of variance are given in Table 4.9.  

The results show, in absolute terms, the older ewes to be the heavier. 

lliring the winter and spring the difference is not significant . The 

Control animals are significantly heavier for the period following lambing 

before the spring flush of growth occurs. 

The rean squares of a within group regression analysis of body 

weights adjusted for the previous sampling are given in Table 4.10 .  

Significance i s  just attained for the between regression coefficient mean 

sq).lare for Sampling 8.  A graphical analysis s_'l-].cws the stocking level 

effect for the adjusted means of the Intensive animals to be underesti

mated.  

The mean scpares for an analysis of covariance of body weights 

adjusted for the previcu s  sampling are given in Table 4.11 .  The adjusted 

means are given in Table 4.12 .  Once the initial differences are removed 

the ewes all follow a similar growth curve until August. It is reason

Bible to assure that the stocking level differences are a carryover effect 

from the previcu s year, while the age effect difference is a gerui:ne age 

effect with no carryover effects direct� implicated .  During JUne and 

JUly the body weight of the Intensive animals increased TOOre q).lickly than 

the body weight of the Control animals. This was possibly an ef'fect of 

h.ay feeding. Fowever, from late JUly orrnards the Intensive animals are 

forced to draw on their body reserves, particularly over lambing. It is 



Sampling Number 
SOurce df 

1 2 3 4 5 

Stocking level 1. 141. 60 765 .77 684. 63 660.43 527.29 

Age 1 16bS.90* 1187. 78* 1039 .52* 1.009 . 68* 1110.84* 

Residual 30 257. 93 248. 11 223 . &.:1  226-.�9 229.51 

Sampling Number 
Sburce df 

7 8 9 10 11 

Stocking Level 1 1. 96 667. 63 - 10391 .44*** 6071.33*** 

Age 1 819 .57 578.45 - 447.42 444.51 

Residual 30 225 . 67 288. 91 - 194. 91 211.56· 

• p <t!!!. 0.05 ;  """ p ..::;. 0.01; ***  p <.. 0.005 . 

'.llab1e 4. 9 Adult ewe body weight . Mean s<pares derived from an analysis of variance . 
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72.13 

961.83 

255 .00 

12 

6065 .29**" 

343 .84 
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Sampling Number 

Source d:f 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

�. Regression 
Coefficients 3 - 30.30 3 .78 8.00 3 .54 3 .38 

lndividua1 25 - 23 .18 15 .88 14.1;-5 5 . 13 8 .59 

,_ ___ - -��--

Samp1i:ng Number 

Source df I 
7 8 9 10 11 12 

Btwn. Regression 
56.86* Coefficients 3 3 .89 - 39.1I 23 .83 6.02 

Individual 25 6. 61 16.90 - 79. 71 24.07 13 .82 

* p � 0.05 

'lla.ble 4.10 Adult ewe body weight . Mean squares derived from a within group regression analysis of body 

weights adjusted for the previous sampling. , 



San:qJling Number 
Source df 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Stoold.ng Level 1 - 268 •. 87**(• 0 .26 0 .34 5 . 98 216 . 99*** 

Age 1 - 10 . 93 o . oo  0 . 65  2 .45 10.80 

ResiduaJ. 29 - 23 . 13 14. 13 13 . 91 5 .34 9 . 10 

--- ------ ------ �-

Source 

Stocking level 

Age 

ResiduaJ. 

�able 4. 11 

Sampling Number 
df 

7 8 9 10 11 12 

1 84. 90*** 739 . 64*** - 7712 .29** *  191 . 74* *  3 . 59 

1 o.oo 46 . 4.8  - 37 .53 o .oo 11 .89 

29 6.87 20 . 47 - 73 . 58 23 . 43 12 .57 
------- -

* p � 0 . 05 ; *"' p < 0 .01 ; *** p < 0 . 005 . 

Adult ewe body weight . Mean squares derived from an analysis of covariance of body 

weights adjusted for the previrus sampling. 
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Sampling 

Number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

�able 4. 12 

86 

Control Intensive 

2 yr .  old 4 yr. old 2 yr. old 4 yr .  old 

- - - -

127 . 1  1bs 125 .8 lbs 121.3 lbs 120. 0  lbs 

127. 8  128.0  127. 6  127. 8  

:h27 . 3  127.5  127 . 1  127. 3  

128 . 7  130 .2  128 .8 130 . 2  

130 .4 128. 9 136,.0 134. 5  

128 .0  127. 8  131.4 131 . 2  

145 . 1  1,42 . 6  136. 5  134.0 

- - - -

136.8  134.8 107. 0  105 . 0  

123 . 2  123 . 4  131. 0  131 . 2  

124. 2  123 . 0  125 . 2  124.1 

,. 

Adult ewe body weight . Grrup means adjusted for the 

previ.rus sampling. 



apparent that when the flu sh  of growth comes in October the Intensive 

animals make the more efficient u se of the available grass in the re-

plenishment of their body re serve s .  

( ii ) Adult Ewe Wool Weight 

87' 

The umreightelil1 group reans of wool weight per unit area calcu

lated from the area clipped at Sampling 1 are plotted in Fig. 4. 2 (b ) . 

As Sampling 10 is the combination of Samplings 9 and 1a, the rean 
(Sampiliing 9 ; Sampling 10) is plotted, as the line joining the two �lings 

would pass through this point . This is also applicable to the case of 

fibre length. 

The me an  square s derived from a within group regre ssion analysis 

of sample weights adju sted for Sampling 3 are given in Table 4. 13 . The 

between regre ssion coefficients mean square s are all non-significant . 

The mean square s derived from an analysis of covariance of 

sample weights adju sted for Sampling 3 are given in 'rable 4. 14. The 

adju sted means are given in 'rable 4.15 . It i s  clear from Fig. 4.2 (b ) 

that the rate of wool growth starts to decline from Ma.rch-April onwards -

a month earlier �· for the hogge t s .  A noticeable effect ,  sub stant-

iated by the covariance a.na.ly si s ,  is the wey the wool production of the 

Control animals decrease s more rapid:cy than for the Intensive animals. 

( iii ) Adult Ewe Fibre Length 

The unadju sted group means are plotted in Fig. 4.3 .  (a) . The 

mean s�ares derived from an a.nalysis of variance are given in Table 4-. 16. 

'.lfue significant interaction term for Sampling g, is generated by the 

increase in length growth rate shown by the 2 year old Control a.niroals. 

There is a definite seasonal rhythm in terms of length growth rate that 

is similar to that for wool weight . The general trend is for the Control 

animals to have a greater length growth rate than the Intensive a.nima.ls. 



Sampling Number 

Sburce df 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Bt.wn. Regression 
Coefficients 3 - - - 0 . 59 0 .39 0 . 50  

Individual 25 - - - 0.25 0.13 0 . 22 

�--

Sampling Number 

Soo.rce d:f 

I 8 
7 9 10 11 12 

· - -

Btwn. Regression 
Coefficients 3 0 . 28 0 .18 - 1 . 47 o :n 0.31 

Individual 25 0 . 16 0.08 - 1.30 0 . 53 0.47 

�-� 

All non-significant . 

Table 4.1.3· Adult ewe clean wool weight . Mean square R derived :from a within grcup regre ssion analysis 

of sample weights adju sted for Sampline 3 .  

(X) (X) 



Source 

Stocking Level 

Age 

Residual 
! 

Srurce 

Stocking level 

Age 

Residual 

'llable 4.14 

Sampling J\\unber 
df 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 - - - 0.42 3 . 62<""* 2.02**  

1 - - - 0.11 0.08 4.03***  

29 - - - 0.28 0 .16 0.24 

Sampling rbmber 
cif 

7' 8 9 10 ll 12 

1 2. 73*** 0.01 - 55 .30*** 2 .67* 0 .17 

1 0.02 0 .03 - 4.78 1 .60 0.32 

29 0 .17 0 .09 - 1.51 0.57 0 .47 

• p �  0.05 ; * "'  p < 0.01 ;  "'**  p <. 0.005 . 

Adult ewe clean wool weight . Mean squares derived from an analysis of covariance of 

sample weights adjusted for Sampling 3 .  
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Sampling 

Number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 l 10 

11 

12 

'lreiblle 4. 15 

Control Intensive 

2 yr. old 4 yr . old 2 yr. old 4 yr .  old 

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

3 . 92g 3 .81g 4. 17g 4.05g 

2 . 75 2 . 85 3 .59 3 . 69 

2 . 47 2 . 53 3 . 07 3 . 13 

1 .28 1 .30 2 .00 2 . 02 

1 . 16 1 . 22 1 . 18 1 .24 

2 .73 2 .34 1 .05 0 . 65 

3 .48 3 .01 2 .71 2 .24 

3 . 43 3 .01 3 .44 3 . 02 

Adult ewe wool weight. Grcup means adjusted for 

Sampling 3 .  
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- -� 

Sampling Number 
Srurce I df ' 

-

1 2 3 4 5 
-

Stocid..ng level 1 18 . 62*** 16. 20* 14. 62** 7.32 1 . 86 

� 1 2 . 96· 3 .04 2 .38 14. 96* 11.10* 

Stocking level x 
Age 1 2 .52 0 . 45 2 . 11 0 . 1.4  0.42 

Residual �6 o . &>  2 . 18 1 .46 3 .06 1.4J. 
-

-

Sampling Number 
Sc:m-ce df 

7 8 9 10 11 
-

Stocking level l 2 . ll  12 . 17*"'* - 412 . 23*"'* 15 . 49** 

Age l. 0 . 22 7 . 20** - 2 .89 0 . 65  

Stocking Level x 
Age 1 0 . 22 0 . 13 - 1.80 2 .89 

Residual. 16, 1.07 0 . 81 - 8 . 23 1 . 68  
- - -

• P <  0.05 ; ** p .L. o.ol ; *** P<.. 0 .005 .  

'�able 4.16 Adult ewe fibre length. Mean squares derived from an analysis of variance . 
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At times of max:inum length growth rate s  the younger animals have the 

longer fibre s, while at tine s of minim..tm growth rate s they have the shorter 

fibre s .  

.As neither fibre length nor fibre diane ter wruld be influenced 

by the scouring techniCJ!le the data on the se attributes has been adju sted 

for Sampling 1 .  The mean square s derived from a within group regre s sion 

analysis are given in Table 4.17. A graphical analysis for Sampling 10 

shovrs the stocking level means to be accurately e stimated by ad ju stment 

for Sampling 1. The ad ju sted age effect means are slightly overe sti

nate d .  

The mean SCJ!lares d erived from an anaJ.y sis of covariance of 

fibre lengths adjusted for Sampling 1 are given in Table 4. 18 .  The ad -

justed reans are given in Table 4.19. The significant interaction term 

in Samp�ing 6 generated by the 2 year old Control animals is still pre sent . 

There is no biological explanation for thi s effect. The order of ranking 

in terms of stocking level during the autumn is, once the ini tia.l vari

ability has been remove d ,  similar to that for wool weight . During the 

autumn and winter the weight of wool clipped and the fibre length very 

clo se ly  approximate each othe r .  

(iv) AduJ. t Ewe Fibre Dianeter 

'l?he unadjusted group reans are plotted in Fig. 4. 3 (b ) . The 

man diameter reasured at Sampling 10 is in effect the mean of the com

bined Samplings 9 and 10 and is plotted as wch. The rean s4pares 

derived from an analysis of variance are given in 'lrable 4.20. There is 

no Sample 8 grcup rean available for the Intensi-ve animals on accrunt of 

the samples of wool being too small to use for an airflow estimation of 

fibre diameter. As in the case of fibre length there is a marked seasonal 

pattern. In addition there is a pronounced reduction in fibre diameter 



Sampling Number 

SCurce df 

JL 2 3 4 5 6 
-----· 

Btwn. Regression 
Coefficients 3 - 5 .20 2 .55 4.46 0.51 1. 62 

Individual 12 - 1.08 0.69 1.15 1.16 1.23 

- - -

Sampling Number 

Source df - - w  

7 8 9 10 11 12 
________. - --

Btwn. Regression 
Coefficients 3 1.40 0.85 - 25 .58** 1 .50 o .68 

IIldi vidualL 12 0.89 0 .84 - 4. 14 1 .45 0.86 

------------

* P <  o.o5 ;  .. p <. 0.01. 

�ble 4.17 Adult ewe fibre length. Mean scpare s derived from a within group regression analysis of 

iildividual �mans adjusted for Sampling 1. 

I I 

'.f. 



SaJI!Pling Jfumber 
Source df 

"I 2 3 4 5 6 ..L 

Stocking level l - 0.1.9 o . oo  5 .50 14..37*** 0 .24 

Age 1 - 0.07 o .oo 5 .13 8 .99** 3 .84 

Stocking level x 
) 1 8 .81• Age 

Residual 

Scurce 

Stocking lewl 

Age 

Residual 

'l!able 4.18 

1 -
15 � 1.81 0 . 99 1.89 0. 99 1.31 -

SSJI!>ling Nwnber 
df · - - -

7 8 9 10 11 12 -
1 0 .01 T. 74** - 146.04*** 0 .01 4.07* 

1 1.16 12 .17**"' - 11.05 0.59 0 . 13 

16, 0 . 94 0 .79 - 8.21 1 .14 0.80 

----- -- - ----
* p .c.  0 .05 ; ** p £... 0 . 01 ; **"' p < 0.005 . 

Adult ewe fibre length. Mean sq).lares derived from an analysis of covariance of individual 

me8.1IlS adjusted for Sampling l.  
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Sampling I 
Number I I 

I I 
I 

i 
1 I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 l 10 

11 

12 

'llaib1e 4. 19 

Control Intensive 

2 yr. old 4 yr. old 2 yr. old 4 yr. old 

- I - - -

17.8 mm 17.3 mm 17.2 mm 17.3 mn 

18.2 18 .2 18.2  18 .2 

17. 9 16·.4 18. 7 19 .0 

15.8  14.7 17. 8  17.3 

16. 6 1.4. � 14.7 15 .2 

12 .0  12 .4 12 .2 12 .9 

11. 4 12 .8  10 . 2  11.5 

16·. 6  16.0 12 .2  12 .7 

16.0  16.4 16. 1 16.4 

]4..4, 14.7 15 .8  16.8 

Aldult ewe fibre length. Grcup means adjusted for 

Sampling 1. 



·---- -- - -�-- �· -- ·- .. ·-·�- -...-- . - - - ·- .. ....... .... � 

Sampling Number 
Swrce I df 

1 2 3 4+ 5 

Stocking Le-rel 1 23 .44 13 .4-3 11.07 1.11 26.08 

� lL 0.75 0 .01 0 .10 17.09 0.38 

S.tocking Level x 

� 1 16.29 20 .58 5 .81. 5 .07' 0 .16 

Residual 16 12 .:l9 14-. 27 9 -47 9.07 5 .81 

Sampling Number 
Sau'Ce df 

7 8 9 10 11 

S_tocking level 1 6o.03* - - 184. 16**f� 56.31* 

Agr; 1 3 .�9 - - 6. 65 10.63 
Stocking Level x 

� 1 0.37 - - 18 .03 15 .74 

Residual 16 0 . 67 - - 10.87 10.70 

* p L.. 0.05 ;  .... p <. 0.01 ; *"'* p ..::. 0.005 . 

'llable 4.201 Adult ewe fibre diameter. Mean s<Pa.res derived from an analysis of variance. 

6 

11.42 

o.oo 

2 . 99 

7.72 

12 

12.01 

2G'. 89 

7.56 

10.04 

� 



" 
�dent during March in all. grrups. The growth trend is otherwise similar 

to that of fibre length thrugh delayed by a month. This result is in 

agreement with the work of Story and Roes (1.960 ) .  It i s  cpite clear that, 

except when the fibre diameter is reduced as a result of stre ss, the groups 

with the longer length growth rate are those with the coarser fibres. 

The mean squares derived from a within grcup regression analysis 

of fibre diameters adju sted for Sampling 1 are given in Table 4.21. A 

graphical analysis for Sampling 10 sha.vs the stocking level means and the 

2 year old effect mean to be accurately estimated while the adjusted 4 

year old mean is slightly overestimated .  

The means derived from an analysis of covariance of fibre 

diameters adju sted for Sanpling 1 are given in Table 4.22.  The adju sted 

means are given in Table 4.23 . The ranking is unaltered as a result of 

covariance . 
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SamplLYlg Number 
Scurce df 

1 2 3 4. 5 6 

H.twn. Regression 
14. 66 Coefficients 3 - 5.90 5 . 67 3 .71 8.52 

ID:li vidual. 12 - 4.81 3 . 11 1.84 2.3?' 3 . 10 

Sampling Number 

Source df 

7 8 9 10 11 12 

B3twn. Regression 
Coefficients 3 10 . 19 - -

10. 96* 7.80 10.23 

IndividualL 12 4.48 - -

2 . 62  5 . 54 6.83 
---�--��-----�-- --��-- - � 

• p �  0.05 

'l!able !r.21 Adult evre fibre diameter. Mean sq)lares derived from a within grrup regression analysis of 

individual means ad ju sted for Sampling l. 

! 
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Source 

Stocking Level 

� 

Residual 

Sba.rce 

Stocking Ievel 

Ji.ge 

Residual 
- - - �--

Table 4.22 

Sampling Number 
df 

1 2 3 � 5 6 

1 - 57.98*** 3�.77* �.62 7 .06 0.49 
I I 

1 - 0.50 0 . 53 12 .5�* 0.02 0 . 19 I 
16 - 4.76 5 .08 2.47 2.83 3 . 94 I I 

Sampling Number 
df 

7 8 9 10 11 12 

1 20.44 - - 271.07"'** 105 .22**"' 32 .63 

1 5 .80 - - 4. 91 8 .21 17.87 

16· 5 . 52 - - �. ll  5 . 72 7.07 
·-

• p -<.  0.05 ; ** P < O.Ol ;  *** p <;".. 0 .005 .  

Adult ewe fibre diameter. Mean squares derived from an analysis of cova.riance of individual 

means adjusted for Sampling 1. 
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Sampling 

Number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 l 10 

11 

12 

Table 4.23 

lOl. 

Control Intensive 

2 yr. old 4 yr. old 2 yr. old 4 yr. old 

- - - -

41.37 4.1.30 36. 94 37.83 

39 . 56 39. 98 36·. 47 36. 88 

40. 95 39. 57 Ji) . l9 38 . 09 

38 .01 39 .18 lf.0 .54 39 . 21 

37.07 37. 54 37. 67 37 . 62 

30 . 68 32 .89 33 . 96 34. 10 

30.45 32 . 28 - -

38 . 11 36·.54 28 . 96 28 . 61 

41 .56 39.55 35 . 61 34. 95 

41 .76 39.33 38 . 58 36.79 

Adu1 t ewe fibre diameter. Grrup means adjusted for 

Sampling 1 . 



The re sult s  clear� demonstrate that a rhythm of wool growth, 

f'ibre length and fibre dia.mater exists under the conditions of this trial . 

The rhythm is characterized by a summer ma.xinum and a winter mininum. 

The intensive stocking had no effect on the seasonal rhythm of' wool growth 

in relation to the timing of' the maximum and only a slight retarding 

effect on the timing of the minimum. The level of' the minim.lm was also 

reduce d .  The adjusted means indicate that this reduction in the mininum 

wool growth has accentuated the magnitude of' the rhythm of' the Intensive 

sheep . 

� workers in the past have adopted the criteria of boqy 

weight as a gauge of the energy balance within an animal. Thus an 

animal losing weight i s  on a low or f'alling plane of w tri tion and vice 

versa. U sing this criteria it is apparent that the Intensive adult ewe s 

of' thi s  study suffered a further retardation in the quantity and/or 

quali �J of available pasture during the early spring period over and above 

that experienced by both grcups during the winter. The Intensive ewe 

hoggets most certainly su ffered a severe reduction in available pasture 

while they were set stocked during lambing. Appe�ance s sugge sted that 

there was a marked drop in the amamt of pasture available to the Inten

sive adult ewe s compared with the Controls in the early spring period . 

It is not possible to conment on the nutritive va.llle of' the available 

pasture . It i s  obviou s that an increase of the nrmber of animals per 

acre to a level such as were run on the Intensive area has a profrund 

effect on the pattern of pasture availability by delaying the normaJ. 

spring increase in pasture availability. The cutcome of this delay in 

re spect to wool growth is for the winter mininum to be depre ssed and 
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prolonged. The feeding of a crop to sheep , in reasonable boqy condition 

but which are not accustomed to the practice , appears to have a sudden 

depressing effect on both wool gro.vth and boqy weight. This depre ssion 

is assumed to be the rewlt of a period of adjustment during which ti�re 

zna.cy- animals refrain from feeding. The effect of crop feeding appears, 

in this study, to have magnified the low level of ru tri tion it was orig

inal� intended to prevent . 

The study confirms that changes in fibre diameter occur later 

than the corre sponding changes in fibre length as sha.vn by Story and Ross 

(196o) and Ross (1965 ) .  The mi.nim.lm value for fibre length occurred 

about a month before that for fibre diameter. The fibre diameter trends 

were similar to those of wool weight . The reduction in fibre diameter 

during the February-March period is reflected in terms of wool weight . 

The cause of this reduction in gro.vth rate , presumably is rutrition in 

the December-January period . It roo.y be due to the mature condition of 

pasture at this time with a high fibre content and low palatability. 

Changes in the rate of wool gro.vth have been frund to be related to the 

green fraction of pasture available (O .B . Vlilliams 1964) . 

The tilre of onset of the autumn depression in the wool growth 

rate of the hoggets was in good agreement with observations on Drysdale 

ewe hoggets run under good grazing conditions at Massey University 

(Wickham - unpublished data) . The rewlts of Coop (1953 ) wggest that 

the effect of the plane of feeding on the time of onset of the period of 

reduced wool growth rate though slight for hoggets is of some magnitude 

for pregnant ewe s. This may explain the results of Story and Ross (196o) 

where the wool growth fell awa:y from March onwards for Romney ewe s grazing 

at Invermay. 
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There were iilal.fficient barren ewes in the sampling groups to 

carry out a valid statistical comparison of the effect pregnancy and sub

se�ent lactation may have had on the winter and spring wool gr�vth rate . 

A comparison of the ratio of minillllm wool growth rate/ma.x:inum wool gro;vth 

rate , between the ewe hogget and adult ewe data, though not strictly com

parab le ,  sugge sts that pregnancy has had a depre ssing effect on the mini

m.lm value . Ha.vever, allowance I!ll st be made for both the extra stre ss 

imposed upon the Intensive ewe hoggets and the fact that adult ewe data 

for Sampling 9 is not available . This is in agreement with other New 

Zealand work (Coop 1953 ; Story and Ross 196o ; Ross 1965 ) .  The timing 

of the increase in growth rate in the spring varie s  b e tween stocking leve l s .  

There doe s not appear to be any effect du e  t o  either birth rank or age 

within each stocking level. 

There is  no evidence on which to base a judgment as to the 

effect of the onset of lactation on the spring rise of wool production 

for each stocking level. 

The birth rank e ffect on the wool growth cycle for the ewe 

hogget s  was only stati stically significant when unadju sted means were 

analysed . This is indicative that difference s are a carryover from 

the pre-weaning treatment and not a post-weaning effect due to the im

posed treatment . 

The overall effect due to age of ewe s was for the older animals 

to be physically heavier and le ss sensitive to seasonal changes, this 

being most marked in the case of' fibre length. As a general trend the 

older animal s  were m.1 ch  slower t o  recover in the spring. The obser

vations are not in accord with Ross (1965 ) who reported that the percent

age of the anmal wool production grown in each of' his foo.r monthly 

samp]ing periods was approximately constant throo.ghout the lifetime of 



the Romney ewes he studied . The overall re sponse shown by both age 

grrups, in this study, as a rewlt of increased stocking was similar. 

The effect of the stocking level on the wool growth of ewes 

carrying either a sii'!.gle or a twin lamb was not analysed on accrunt of 

the small rumber of animals involved in each group . 



C H A P T E R  5 

� H E  E F F E C T  O F  � W O D I F F E R E N T  

G R A Z I N G E N V I R O N M E N T S O N  W O O L  

P R O D U C T I O N  A N D F L E E C E  

C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S  

A :  INl'RODUaliON 

It is genera.lly ass..uned that an increase in the stocking level 

w:Ul decrease the plane of mtrition of gr:azing sheep at certain times of 

the year, if not for all the year. It has been well established that the 

rate of wool growth is influeooed by the plane of m tri tion ( Sohinok.el 

1960, 1963) . All the sheep stooking-ra te trials carried oo t have shaim 

an almost linear ioorease in per acre production, up to a ceiling va.llle,  

associated with a fall off in the per head production. 

A few Australian reports on the effect of increased stocking 

on wool characteristics (Roe , Soo tbcott and Turmr 1959; Sharkey, Davis 

and Kenney ll962 ; lloMams, Arnold and Paynter 1964.) &u.ggest there Jre3 be 

a sllight deterioration in " �allty'' with little or no inf'lueooe on the 

auction price of the wool. There are indications fran the limited New 

Zealand data available (Walker 1955 ; Collin 1966) that there are in

creases in unsomdness and cotting. The sel.ling price does not however 

seem to have been a:f'feoteci. 

There is little data available on correlations between fleece 

ohara.cteristios of the New Zealand ROIIIDey {Rae 1958; Rosa ll.964; 

'.Uripatey 1966) . 



'mle reported trial was designed to evaluate the effect of in

creased stocking levels on wool production and fleeoe oharacteristios 



B :  1lA.TmiALS AND :MErHODS 

The study was carried cut using the fleeces fran the adult ewes 

shorn in 1966 and ewe hoggets and adult ewes shorn in 1967. Data fran 

all animals in both flocks was used. The D..Uriber of animals in eaah of 

the adult ewe and hogget groups is given in Table 2 . 1. 

1 :  Ewe Hogget Fleece Sampli.in,g 

A.s a regular llassey University practice the weight per unit area 

of wool from the standard mid-side position is measured for the ewe 

boggets of the flock from which the animals were obtained. 

Prior to shearing the ewe hoggets are sampled on the right hand 

side standard mid-side position. The same sampling teohni�e is used as 

de scribed in Chapter 4 - B . 2 .  In 1967 the ewe hoggets which had been 

IOOnthl.y sampled (Chapter 4) throughcut the year using the right hand side 

mid-side pc si tion were sampled instead on the left hand side . The re

mainder of the grrup were sampled on the right hand side . No allowance 

was made for the side from which the sample was taken. The "hogget 

shearing" skin sample (Chapter 3)  was also taken at this time. 

Although 93 ewe hoggets from the intensive grwp were shorn tbe 

data from two an:lmals was re jected on accwnt of loss of the animals' ear 

identification tag. 

2 :  Shearing 
Fr:Lor to shearing all adult ewes were marked on the right hand 

aide in 1966 and the left band aide in 1967 at: the standard ml.d-side 

position with colwred raddle . This prooeclure all.avrs identification of 

the mid-side area when the fleece is on the ald.rting table • 

.After shearing both ewe hogget and adult fleeces were thram 

and weighed on a fleece weighing table. Prior to a light ak:irting the 
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fleece was graded,  on the extent of ootting and disoolouration throughout 

the fleeoe. Grading scales of from 1 (inferior) to 9 (a1perior) were 

used. Descriptions of the soales are given in Appendix III. The raddle

marked mid-side sanple was removed from the adult ewe fleeces and stored in 

a plastic bag. These sauples along with those clipped from the ewe hoggets 

were later used for fleece characteristic grading. The fleeces were then 

rollsd in the usual manner and pressed. 

Both the ewe hoggets 8.Dl the adult ewes were body weighed within 

a week of Shearing. 

At the 1967 crutohing (Hoggets - May, Ewes - June) the individual 

oru tchings were weighed by means of a spring ba.lanoe and fleece weighing 

cradle . The weight of c:rutchings was later added to the fleece weights 

recorded at the 1967 Shearing. 

3 : Pre-Soouring Fleece Characteristic Grading 
�e fleece mid-side samples from both the ewe hoggets and the 

adult ewes were assessed by an Ins�otor from the Ma.ssey University Wool 

Department and graded for various characteristics. The descriptions, 

where applicable , are given in Appendix III. The characteristics asse ssed 

were : -

(i ) Cbara.cter 

(ii) ColQ.lr (unaooured) 
(iii) Cotting 

(iv) Orimps per inch 

(v) IB8.ndle 

(vi) lustre 

(vii) Q.tali ty lluober 

(viii) Swndnass 



(ix) Staple length (oms) 
(x) Tippiness 

llC 

�e grading system was over the range l (inferior) to 9 (sup

erior) and was such that the extremes wwld seldom be attaimd. This 

type of grading system allows a normaJ. distribution to form within a 

po.pula. tion. 

4: ScOJ.ring 

The mid-side samples were weighed greasy after being conditioned 
0 to 68 F and 65% relative humidity for 48 hwrs. They were teased and 

sowred using a fwr bowl detergent and water sowring method. After 

emerging from the last bath the samples were ' spin dryed 1 before being dried 

in a blast of hot air. The samples were again allowed to condition for 

48 hwrs before reweighing. The yield was calculated. 

5 : Fbst-scouring Fleece Characteristic Grading 

Following scwring all B8Dples were assessed for colwr (scwred) 

using the sam standards as for colwr (unscwred) (Appendix III).  

6.: Fibre Diameter Estimation 

'IDle fibre diameter of the ewe hogget fleeces was estimated by 

the projection microscope techni�e on a mid-side sub-sample. 

The �an fibre diameter of the adult ewe sa.nples was estimated 

by the eirf'low techni�e (Anderson 1954) . The diameter was estimated as 

the too an of two readings on one sub-sample. 

7 :  Statistical Techniques 

The statistical models used for an analysis of variance are 

given in chapter 3 ,  Section B5 . 



C :  RESULTS 

lll 

For purposes of' stati stical analysis the cpality mni>er was 

coded to a simple contiruou s  scale (46' s  - 3 ; 46/48' s - 4) and con

v:erted back for the presentation of' the results. 

1. EWe Hogget Data 

The unweighted group means of each of the fleece characteristics 

studied are given in 'liable 5 . 1  (a) . The post shearing body weight of 

the an:imal.e is also given. The fleece weight includes crutchings. The 

man scperes derived from an analysis of varia..nce are given in Table 5 . 2 (a) . 

It i s  cpite clear that there was a very pronrunced stocking 

level effect on body weight at shearing (Chapter 4) . Thi s body weight 

difference had a pronounced effect on the fleeoe weight with the Intensi�e 

fleece weight being depressed . The Intensive ani.roe.ls however had a 

higher mean for the weight of wool per unit area. If allowance is made 

for the logarithmic relationship between body weight and a1rface area it 

is apparent that this anomaly is due to the greater surface area of the 

Control a.niinals. In real terms the Intensive animals have a lower 

follicular ru_tplt. 

The o� subjective fleece characteristics which showed a sig

nificant stocking level effect were the two subjective estimates of the 

extent of disooloure.tion to the unscrured fleece. The Intensive fleeces 

had a slie):lt� smaller area of disoolcuration as well a.s the mid-side 

samples being superior in the extent of their disoolruration. The colour 

grading after sowring was approaching significance (P< 0 . 1) with the 

Intensive fleeces emibi ting less perme.nent discolrure.tion. The stocking 

level ef'feot far yield approeclled significance (P<- 0.1) with the trend 

being for the Control a.nimals to have a slight� higher yield. 



la) Eire HOgge ts 1967 

Unit 

Control 
Int.enaiYe 

(b) J.dol t ]}m, 8 1966 

Unit Age 
I 
I 2 yr. old 

3 yr. old Cantx-ol 4 yr .  old 
S YT  old 

I 
[ 2 yr. old 

3 yr. old Intensive 4- yr .  old 
5 yr. old 

(o) Ailllt Ewes 1967 

Unit Age 
I 

I 2 y-r ,  old 
3 yr .  old Ocmtrol 4 yr .  old 

I 5 yr .  old 

2 yr. old 
3 yr .. oJ.d Into naive 4- yr. old 
5 yr. old 

I 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

Fleeoo 
Weight 

9.7 lbs 
8.4 

Fleece 
Weight 

10.5 lba 
9.9 
9.2 
9.1 

u.6 lba 
JJ).7 

9.9 
9.2 

Fleece 
eight 

l) .B lba 
12.0 
l2 .0 
10 . 9  

12 . 8  lbs 
11.4. 
10. 6  

9.7 

h.bl& 5 . 1  Um-eighted groop meana 

I 
I 

r 

' ; 
I 
I 

I 

I 
_I 

Weight per �ty OrJ.nws 
tTnit .Areo ll.uuber i�h 

.t 0.33 &fom I .r.a • a  2.31 
o .;6 " 2 .25 

I 
1 

f 
! 

Q1allty t Fibre Or:lDp 
Diamster Nuni>er pu 

I I 
37.6 fJ 46/B' s 2.,.}6 
38.4 " 2.25 
39.6 " 2.2} 
38 .. 4- n 2 .18 ' 

,a .. s 46/8' s 2.}9 
,9.6 11 2.28 
39.8 11 2.23 
39.3 ll 2 • .14 

I 
,: 

,l 

11 Fibre ; �allty Orl.Dp• 
IJi.aDI3 ter I Nlmber per imb. • 

- 4b/8'e  1.96 - lt 1.72 - " 1.79 - " 1.68 

- 46' a l.J - " 1.70 - " 1.82 - 11 1.78 

I F l Q e c e c h e. r 

l Stap� T.ippinesa 
I 

Iu.stre iia.nile 
Length I 

I I 'I 1.4. 4 OWl 7.0 5 .2 6.� 
1.4.. 1 ... 7.0 I 5.2 ; &.1 

J 
-� I 

I 
\J I F 1 e e c e c h a. r 

1: Stspllt 
I Tippims.s lustre. Handle ! length 

lB .Z.. ems i 5.9 5. 6  4-.5 
15.5 6.2 5.4 4.6 
12N8 6.3 5.5 4-.4 
]4.3 I 6.3 5.4 ,._..4-

! 

I I J.B.4 Onu!l 6 • .r.. 5 . 6  4-.6. 
�5.9 I '·' 5 .4. 4.7 

r 15,1 6. 4 5.5 4.7 1.4-w 1  6.� 5 .2 4..6 
I 

F l e e 0 e 0 h a r 

Staple TiFD�B3 In.atre :HJunl:o: length I 
I I 

�7.5 ems 7.0 5 .2 4-.8 
J..5 • .5 '..4- 5.4 4..9 I 

1.4.2 I 

7.1 5 .3 s .o . I 

1.3 • .9 7.0 5.4. 4..5 

I 16.9 ems 5 .6 5 .7 4,.6, 
15.4 5 .2 5.8 4.4 
1.3.9 5 .3 5.6 4.7 )3 .  7 5 .. Jt. 5 .7 J.... G 

a 0 t e r i. ' t i 0 a Boczy 

Ohara.oter Y'ield Sw.mneas Dotted Area 
I 

Oottius Dieoolwred Colwr Ool.rur 
I r Side Are e. (Unsoo.u-ecl) (So�d) Weight 

I 
5 . 5  78.0 1' 7.4. 6.,1 i 7.0 6.2 6.7 5.8 88.1 lba 
5.7 76.9 7,6 6.1 7.0 6.4- 7.3 6.0 65.7 

' 
I 

I I I 

J 

a. c t c r i 8 t f 
I 

i c Z) I :BQQ'y 

I Ootted Area. I Cotti.ng Discolwred Coloor Oal.o.lr Cbar&oter I 
Y.ial.d SoundDea& J Weight Side Area (Unsooo.red) (&wre ) i I I 

I I 5 .4- 76 .. 6 % 5.8 5.4. 5.4- 5 .4 6.4 6. .. 4 Ul.1;. lbe 
s .o 7) .5 6.3 6.3 5.9 � 6.0 6.5 6 . 6  122 .0 
5 .0 73 .7 6.2 5.7 5 .7 I 5 .7 6.5 6.3 1.24.7 
-4-..4 

ll 72.1. i I 

6.0 5.7 5 . 7  5.7 I 6.5 6. 6 
.I 120.4-I I 

' 
I I 

6.1;. 1 
I 

5 . 9  77 . 8 % 6.5 5 .7 s.s 5 . 7  6.6 107.7 lbe 
.5.1 7.5.1 6.4 6.1 6.1 6.0 6.8 6..7 124.0 I 
5 .0 74.5 6.0 

. 
5 .7 5 .8 5.8 6.4 6. 6 125 . 1  

4..4 
71., .  �-

6.2 5 .7 5.9 6.0 6. 6 ·' 
6.4 ! 

ll5.7 
J 

I � . .  1 j 
a 0 e r 81 0 a I I Body .. 

I 11 I 
I 

Onrnu- ) Ob3.rag� Yi�ld Scu:ad�as Oottod Area Ootti.Dg Dieool..c:ured OolQ!r I Weight Side Area (trnscw�d) ( rti�)  !' ' I 

t i 

-;� .,.._ r t 
5.5 n.o ,c 4., 7 5 7 I 6.6 5 .7 6.9 6.2 124..� lbs 
�t.6 75. 5 5 . 5  5.9 6. 9  5 .8 7.1 &.2 129.4 

74-. J ... 5.6 6 . 1  6.9 5 .8 I 6.9 4-.5 6.2 134. 1  
4..4 7} .7 ! $ . 9  5.8 6.7 5 . 6  6 .. 6 6.0 129.5 

78.7 � I' l 5.2 4.J 5 . 7  6.3 5 . 8  6.5 I ' 5.� 101 . 5  lbs 
4..4 76.2 5.5 6.0 6.4 5.9 6.5 5 . "1  109.£\ 

3 74.2 5.1 6.0 b.7 5.9 6.2 5 -9 109 .2 
4.) 7-4..1. I 5.�. I 5 .8 6.,4. 5 -7 6.2 5 98 109. 2  

';· 



Within grrop correlations were calculated for all possible 

canbinations of the available fleece characteristics imluding body 

weight . No correction factors were uaed. The correlations are given 

in Table 5 . 3 .  Tables are given to enable the testing of the two essential 

hypotheses of (a) whether p is significantly different f'rom zero and 

(b) whether two sample values of Y are drawn at rand� f'rom the se.me 

population. The col-relation differences given for te sting (b) were 

obtained by a t-test following a " z" transformation. It is clear tbat. 

there are a large mni>er of correlations not significantly different f'rom 

zero. The calculated correlations are in good agreement with the 

phenoU'.:pic correlations calculated for Romney hoggets by Rae (1958) and 

Tripathy (li.966) .  Rae reported a significant :negative (-0.33 ) corre

lation between fleece weight and cpality mmber. No significant cor

relation was obtained in this study. The correlations of " fleece q!.lality" 

with other characters as reported by Rae are sufficiently different from 

those in this study to suggest that thwgh character and " fleece cpality" 

are similar they are probably not the same .  

Some coiTela tions were significantly affected by the stocking 

lev�el. When there was an effect it was normally the Control a.n:i.mals 

which showed the stronger re la. tionship .  In general the changed re

lationship involved the sub jectively assessed characteristics of character, 

handle and scundness. The changed inter-relationship involving meas.tred 

characteristics were related to the difference in body weight and fleece 

weigpt between the two stocking levels. 

2 : AduJ. t Eire Data 

(i) 1966 Data. 

The u:nweigpted grcnp means of each age grcnp for each of the 



(a.) :Ewe Hbggets 1.967 

Source df 

/stocking r.e .... l 

-

� 

Residual 226 
I 

(b) Adult EWes 1966 

Scuroe df 

I f.- �  ' 

Stocking Lev-el 1 

Age 3 

Residual 431 
- ·-� -

(c) Adult Ewes 1967 
-

Salroo df .  

Stoold.Ilg �1 1 

� 3 

Residual 425: 

• 

� 

Fleece 
Weight 

80.02**• 

1.52 

Fleece 
Weight 

--- -

4.8.81 ... 

71.88.** "'  

2.04 

Fleece 
Weight 

120.92** * 

167 .39**"' 

2 . 71 

p .z 0.05 ; 

I I 

•• 

Weight per �ty 
Unit Area Number 

I I 
0 . 079*** 3 .55 

0 .003 2 . 12 
I 

Fibre �ality 
Diameter Nuniber 

I 
74.8.3"'"'* 0.35· 

45 . 94*"' 1.94 

6.46 2 .03 

Fibre Quality 
�ter N.mi>er 

31.93**"' 

1.58 

1.57 

p � 0,01 ;  * * *  p (_ 0.005 ; 

'l!'able 5 . 2  'Mean Sq).lares derived from an a.nal.ysis of variance 

-"· 
F 1 e e e e c h a. r 

I Orimps Staple 
per Inch Length 

'liippiness lllstre Handle 
i . 

0.22 0.05 0.24 0 .05 0.26 
I 

0.39 2 . 98 1 . 00  0 .92 0 . 79 i 
I I ! . 

--� 
i 

-

• F 1 e e 0 e c h a r 

OJ;imp·s S'ta!ple 
T'ippi.ness 

per Inch �ngth 
lustre Handle 

., 
', 

o.oo 1.45 3 . 84U 0 .25 3.73* 

o.a5• , 368. 64• •• 1.39 

' 
2.05 0 . 30 

0 .21 2 . 92 0.55 1.04 0 . 57 I 
1 

I ) 
I i ' F l e e 0 e c h a r 

- --- -

Orimps Staple 
per IXICb Length Tippineas fustre Ha..mle 

o.oo 12 .13* 232.58*** 15 . 16*•• 5 .37:* 

1.02* .. " 269.47* .. 4. 77 " 0.89 1.56 

0 , 19 2.96· 1.46 0.94 1.06 

a. c t e r i s t 1 e s 

I I• Chars_cter lield Soundne ss Cotted Area :. .. 

:] 
I 

3 .15 ?C.CO 1 .. 58 ' 0.14 

1 . 38 IJ 21.30 1.09 0.34 i 
I 

I i 
I 

a. c t e r i s t, 1 c s 

ll Ootted Area Character '!ielcJ Sw.nd:ness 
I •j 

1..42 00.50 4.09 0.10 I 
26 .67.••• 11 498.00 .. . 1.87 8 .22 ..... 

I• 
0.74 25 .19 1,30 0.70 

I 

i 

I 

a. 0 t e r i a t. i c p 

Ghara.cter Yield Soumre sts Cotted Area 

4.21* 47.� ll. 77• 0.09 

25.53*** 3l0.57*** 29.29*** 2.03* . 

0 . 90  J8,40 2 . 91 0 .51 

I 
Cotti.ng Discolrured 
Side Area 

I 

I 0.07 1.85* 
I 

0.24 0 . 40  
! 

I Cotting Discoloured 
Side Area 

I 
I 

2 . 28* 

I 
3 . 50* 

5 .43*** 3 . 58* ...... I 

0.56 I 0 . 67 
I 

� 

Cotting Discoloured 
Side Area 

10.07*** 1.61 

1.97 " 0.89 

0 , 52 0.45 

ColQll" 
(Unsecured) 

16·. 6.7••• 

1.13 
� 

Co1Qll" 
(Unsecured) 

3 .44• 

0 .35 

0 . 76 

Colau-
(U nsccured) 
30.12*** 

3 �52* A'tot' 

0 .51 

Colour 
(Secured) 

2.. 20 

o.6.? 

r 

i 
Oololr 
(&eoored) 

0.10· 
1.25 � 

0.39 

Colour 
(Scoored) 

12 .05*** 

0 . 58 

0 .44 

Body 

Weight 

27,495 . 90* * *  

' 

I B�ody 
Weight 

249 . 50 

4, 898 . 93*** 

l 208. 84 

Body 
Weight 

51,934.80••• 

1 , 520.50** 

202 . 61  



fleece characteristics s'b.ldied are given in Table 5 . 1  (b) . 

The post-shearing body weight of the animals is also given. 

The fleece weight does not include crutohings. The 2 year 

old fleece weights are not strict� comparable with the other 

age groo.ps as the hogget shearing (when the animals were last 

shorn) is normally (5, weeks prior to the main ewe shearing. 

'l!he rean Sc:l)lares derived from an ana.lysis of variance are 

given in Table 5 . 2  (b ) .  

Body weight &hems a significant age effect. There is a 

proncunced trend for the animals to increase in weight until 

4 years of age after which there is a marked decrease . The 

fleece weight shows a high� significant trend for both 

stocking level and age effects. The re an  fleece weights of 

the Intensive animals are heavier at all ages than the Con

trols.  When the extra fleece grcmn by the 2 year old 

animals is allowed for, there are marked age trends with fleece 

weight reaching a ma.xi.mlm at 3 years of age . There are also 

significant stocking level and age effects for fibre diameter. 

The Intensive s.nima.ls had the coarser fibre s. The age trend 

is for fibre diameter to be coarsest at 4 years of age where

after it decreases. The age trends as shown for body weight, 

fleece weight and fibre diameter are in close agreement with 

those of Rosa (1965 ) .  Crimps per inch, staple length and 

yield, all of which do not show ai\Y significant stocking 

level effect,  show a d6fini te decrease with age . The two 

measures of ootting and also the extent of disooloura.tion ahotr 

an age trend with maxim1m values as a. 3 year old. TippiDeaa, 

handle and colour (unsecured) are the on:cy- characters for 



( a) l!.Byout of data within Table 5.3 

Control 
Unit 

Intensive 

(b) To test H "  - p .::: 0 

for Control Po . o s  1 -= 0 ·  i7 
Intensive Po o� r " o - :::.. 1 

Year 

1967 

XX - - - -
XX 

p O · O J  

Po - 0 1  

r ""' D ,  .< � 

; = () ·  �7 

(c) To test eypothesis that two sample values of r are drawn at random 

from the same population. 

-
Range for lower 

Minimlm value for difference for 

value irrespective 
eypothesis to be rejected 

of sign p 0.05 p 0.01 p 0.005 

0 - 0.2  0.26 0.35 0.37 

0.2 - 0.3 0.24 0.33 0.35 

0.3 - 0.4 0.22 0.30 0.32 

0.4 - 0.5 0.20 0.27 0.29 

0.5 - o.6 0.18 0 .25 0.27 

0·.6  - 0.7 0.16 0.23 <l1.2.5 

0.7 - 0.8 0 .15 0.20 (!)J,22 
. 

�lanation of Table 5.3 
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'llable 5.3 Correlations between the fleeoe oharacteristios of the 
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which there is a significant stocking level effect with no 

apparent age trends. In all three cases the Intensive 

animal s  are superior. 

As in the case of the hoggets, within group correlations 

were calculated for all possible combinations of the available 

fleece characteristics including body weight. The sums of 

s�a.res used in the calculation were weighted with respect to 

the rumber of animals in each age groop. The correlations 

between the fleece characteristics are given in Table 5 .4. 

A similar table of explanation is given to that for the hogget 

data �able 5.3 ) .  

(ii ) 1967 Data 

The unweighted group neans of each age grrup for each of the 

fleece characteristics studied are given in Table 5 . 1  (c ) . 

The post-shearing body weight of the animals is also given. 

The fleece weight includes crutchings. As in the case of 

the 1966 data the 2 year old fleece weights are not strict� 

comparable . The nean s�ares derived from an a.nalysis of 

variance are given in Table 5.2  (c ) . 

It is noticeable that all rut frur characteristics shCI'R' 

a significant stocking level effect indicating that increasing 

the stocking level to that of the Intensive unit in 1967 

induced effects in the fleece characteristics of the animals 

concerned. Similar age trends were shown by body weight and 

fleece weight in 1967 to those observed in 1966. There was 

a highly significant stocking level effect in both oases with 

the Control animals, this time being Slperior. The mean 

cpa.lity mmber of the Intensive animals shows them to be 



Fleeoe Weight ahre Diameter �ty llumber 
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!.bay Weight 
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0 . 49 0.42 O .l2 - 0.04 O.lD 
0.27 0 .43 0. 18 - o. :u.. 0.07 
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{,a) Layout of data within Table 5.4 

Control 
lrmt 

Intensive 

(b) To test H o  r 
for all data 0 I c. .  o s  J" 

.::: 

" 

Po . o t r- � 

Year 

1966 I 1967 

I 
XX I XX: 

• - - - - - I  - - - - - -
XX I XX I 

0 
() • i 1.f.-

0 .  1 8'  

(o ) To test hypothesis that two sample values of r are dra'vn at random 

from the same population 

Range for lower 
Mini.rrum value for difference for 

value irreapeotive 
lzy:pothesis to be rejected 

of sign p 0.05 p o.o1 p 0.005 
- ·· � --..,. --

0 - 0.2  0 .18 0.25 0.26 

0.2 - 0.3 0.17 0.23 0.24 

0.3 - o.z.. 0 .16 0.21 0 .22 

0.4 - 0.5 0 . 15 0.19 0.20 

0.5; - o.6 Cl'.l4 0. 17 o.lB 

0 . 6 - 0.7 0!. 12 0.15 0 . 16 

0.7 - o.s o.u o.:u.. 0.15 

Ellplanation of Table 5.4 



coarser. As no fibre diameter estimates were available it 

was not possible to decide if this was a real effect of a 

coarser fibre. This wculd be unlikely (Chapter 4-) . The 

crimps per inch, which are mch lower than the 1966 values 

(different assessor) , do not show a stocking level effect. 

The staple length and yield age trends are similar in both 

years with st�le length also showing a stocking level effect. 

Sa.mdne ss shows an age effect with no clear trend. The age 

trends for the cotting and colcur graciings are unclear com

pared with trends shown in 1966. Tippiness, lu stre and 

handle all showed significant stocking level effects which 

are reflected in the lower character gradings of the Intensive 

animals. As in �966 there is a marked age trend for char

acter wi. th the older anime.ls growing a plainer type of wool. 

The correlations between the fleece characteristics are 

given in Table 5 .4. They are given in conjumtion with those 

for the 1966 data. As in the case of the 1966 data the wms 

of squares used in the calculation were weighted with respect 

to the nuwer of animals in each age grcup . The calculated 

correlations are in good agreement with those of Ross (1964-) 

and Wickbam et al (pers. cOJDn. ) except for those relation

ships involving character. A similar explana. tion could be 

offered to that given for the hogget data. There i s  a con

siderable a.mtWlt of variability between years despite the 

large nuriber of animals involved. The relationship between 

measured characteristics were relatively constant. There 

were no relationships which were significantly affected by a 

stocking level effect in both years. Where there were 
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significant year effects the 1967 data appeared to be more 

strongly related .  The variability was most apparent for 

character, mid-side cotting and to a lesser extent, handle .  

A coDparison of the between year means for these character

istics shows only character to have changed to aey extent with 

the 1967 wool being plainer. It wculd seem therefore that 

the relationship of these characteristics with others i s  

modified by seasonal conditions. 

The strongest correlation is that between lustre and 

cpality wni>er. lu stre is one of the characters, along with 

handle , crimps per inch and staple length which are assessed 

when a c:p.1ali ty mniber is placed on a wool 88.I!ple. lustre is 

also strongzy correlated with fibre diamter and crimps per 

inch . ·:rhoogh there is a moderate relationship between the 

area of cotting and the extent of cotting on the mid-side 

there i s  no relationshi11 between soondness and cotting for the 

nti.d-side sample . The three coloor gradings are essentially 

unrelated to all characteristics other than cotting. Som:� 

degree of' positive relationship was apparent between yield 

and fibre diameter or cpality mmber. This trend i s  known 

and used by wool hlyers in their assessment of yield. Mod

erate relationships were present in the trends of staple length, 

lllstre , tippiness and handle with fibre fineness. The strength 

and direction of the relationship varied as to whether fibre 

diameter, c:p.1ali ty nunber or crirtps per inch were u sed as the 

n:easure of fibre fineness. As wruld be expected the heavier 

an:l longer fleeces tend to be the more scund . There was 

however little relationship between fibre diameter and 
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unsoundness. It is generally accepted that fleeces with a 

considerable variabili� in fibre le�h �owth rate (tippy) 
a:lso have considerable variability in fibre di�ter. Con

clusions have been drawn from Short, Fraser and Carter' s  (1958) 

work that fleece s with variable fibre diameters are more Sl s

ceptible to cotting. A moderate correlation between tippi

ness and mid-side cotting was only apparent in 1967. 



D.: DISCUSSION 

There are two major problems in attenpting a trial such as is 

discu ssed here . First�, a large amount of subjective assessment is 

involved ,  and secondly, there are statistical problems assooia ted with 

ana..l.ysing the grading systems as they are e ssenti� a small grrup of 

discrete variable3. Because of this latter aspect a.I\Y rooas.1re of repeat

ability of sub jective assessment may be biased to some extent . If a large 

mmber of grade s are provided for the asse ssor the differences between 

them become so hard to discern that poor repeatability re Sllt s. With a 

very few grades excellent repeata.bili�J may be obtained , but only large 

variations can be detected . The choice of nine grades for this study was 

thrught to be intermediate between the two extremes and wruld allow the 

use of standard statistical techni!pes if u sed with caution. It was 

apparent , thrugh not meaSlred cpanti ta tive� ,  that repeatabili ty was poor 

for the sanple s which were approximate� intermediate between two grades. 

Also , maey characteristic s showed relative� little variability, though 

the variability was e ssential� that of a normal distribution. The lack 

of' variability combined with the poor repeatability of "border-line" 

sanples ,  thrugh not undu� affecting the group mean, i s  of greater im

portance in an analysis of variance and of even more importance in the 

e stimation of a correlation. This is a1ggested as the reason for the 

large varisblli ty and low values apparent in the correlation estimates .  

1967 was the first year that yrung stook had been grazed on the 

Intensive unit along with the adult animals. It i s  evident that the 

increase in stocking lnoel above that of 1966 reSllted in a stocking level 

ef'fect being meaatrable for most characteri stics in 1967. In 1.966 the 

Intensive adult animals were general]\Y mperior to the Control animals in 
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oost attribltes. As the ewes were randomly selected this effect can only 

be assumed to reatlt from the manage�mnt which these animals received. 

Following the 1967 ioorease in mmbers a stooking level effect appeared 

abruptly • The ef:fect was most apparent for fleece weight and foll�ved 

the trends shown by other New Zealand workers (Walker 1955 ; Suckling 1964; 

Collin 1966) . A sample of these animals was studied monthl,y during 1967. 

The results in Chapter 4 suggest that the observed effects on wool weight 

were a result of the mtritional stress to which these animals were sub

jected in the early spring. It is difficult to see how some o:f the 

characteristics which were examined over the whole staple cwld be in

fluenced by a mtritional stress lasting only two or three months, at a 

time when the fleece was almost :fully grown. lustre , handle and character 

were all inferior for the Intensive animals. It is possible lustre am 

handle may have been in:flue:ooed by the contamination reml ting from ha;y 

feeding and the lillddy condition of the pasture during winter. The increase 

in tippiness may have arisen from the coarser fibres maintaining a greater 

length gravth rate than -the finer fibres during the winter months when 

mtrition was restricted. It is presumably as a reatlt of this restric

tion that unsoundness and cotting i:ooreased. 

The Intensive ewe hoggets received an even more seriws mtrit

ional check than the adult ewes (Chapter 4) , yet this is not re:flected 

in the results. This is particularly surprising in that, despite the 

significant stocking level e:f:fect on hogget fleece weight, neither the 

staple length nor u:nacundness (an indirect measure of winter :fibre dialooter) 

were a:f:feoted. The olean weight of wool per unit area was a:f:feoted . 

It may be conclnded :from these reatlts that the :fleece chs.ra.cteristics o:f 

a yw:og non-pregnant animal are relatively re�stant to change as a reatlt 

of mtritional. stress. 



The oolwr gre.dings over the three grrups of animals are of 

interest in that they were influe:ooed to a var,y:l.ng degree by the stocking 

level. The Intensive a.nima.ls were superior for the oolwr gra.dings in the 

ewe hogget group, the 1.966 adult ewe data and also the area of disoolour

ation of the lL967 adult ewes, while the mid-side colour gradings for the 

�967 Intensive adult ewes were inferior. Bublath (JL969) also obserTed 

that hoggets grazing at a low stocking level were inferior in their colwr 

grading to high-stocked animals, this being particularly noticeable on 

hoggets grazing Cocksfoot (Dactylis g1ouerata) . It rr:s:y be suggested that 

the extent of disoolouration ma;{ be influenced by the length of pasture 

the animals are grazing. 
·11 ,, 

The disoolouration � initially form as water 

stain resulting from a.lloo st constant contact with wet grass. The animals 

with a reasonable degree of cotting in the lOW"er regions were observed to 

also have a pronounced yella.v disooloura.tion in the cotted regions. 

Conditions of high humidity, wch as would be foo.nd in a wet and cotted 

fleece , have been suggested to be predisposing factors for the majority of 

fleece disooloorations (Henderson 1968) .  It is reasonable to aswne that 

as the area of disoolwra.tion increases by spreading roo.nd the body from 

the belly and points, so the mid-side area will becoue progressively dis-

coloured. The ueans indicate that such a trend may have occurred. The 

1967 Intensive ewe fleeces contained a considerable 8.1Il00nt of dried m.td 

as a reSllt of the m.tddy conditions of the pasture during winter, while 

the Control ewe hoggets were Dllddy as a result of being fed a crop. It 

is possible that the presence of the md contributed to these fleeces 

being "water" stained . Because of the nature of the stains present in 

the fleeces it would be expected that m oh of the staining would be 

permanent. The colwr grading after scouring indicated that this my be 

so. 
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Quality mmber i s  a composite assessment of several charact

eristics .  The increased lu stre , harsher handle, and poorer character 

of the 1.967 Intensive wools may have influenced the assessor to the extent 

that the mean quality nmi>er of the lL967 Intensive ewes was half a quality 

bracket lmver than that of the Control animals, whereas the crimps per 

inoh were unchanged. It seems likely that fibre di�ter was unaffected. 

Meamrenents on the fibre diameter for the whole flock were not available . 

In lL967 the Control animals were on.Js slightly superior in 

re spect of general srundness within the fleece s, while the extent of 

cotting was unaffected. There was, however, a significant stocking level 

effect for cotting on the mid-side area. It may be comluded from the se 

ob servations that the gradual winter rutritional check does not suddenly 

reduce the fibre diameter (Chapter 4) re sulting in general unsoo.ndness 

but, instead , the effect is gradual with sotre of the finer fibre s being 

shed (Short tl � 1958) and consequently felting or cotting particularly 

under the wet conditions of the lcmer areas of the body. The ID3ans for 

the lL967 hoggets hcmever shON the level of cotting to be unaffected , while 

the Intensive wools have les s  unsrundne ss. As a result of mnth by mnth 

observation (Chapter 4) of a sample of the se animal s  it is mgge sted that 

the unsru�ness in the Control fleeces was increased by a "break'' at the 

time the animals were fed a crop. 

No style grading was placed on the fleeces in this trial as has 

been done in other New Zea.l.and trials. Hc7Rever, it may be suggested from 

an examl:ce.tion of the characteristics which are considered in style grading 

assessment that o� in lL967 wruld there have been 8.1\Y effect,  and then the 

Intensive ewe fleece s wruld have had a poorer average style grading. This 

wruld be due to the greater disoolruration and poorer character of this 



wool. This drop in style grading of wool fran an imreased stocking level 

is consistent with the observation of La.ubrurne (1956) and Collin (1966) . 

It. was not possible to obtain 8l\Y estimate of the awrage price 

the wools from each uni. t wc:uld be Jlike]3 to fetch at auction. 

The calculated correlation estimates atggest that JJI9lV of the 

inter-relationships between fleece characteristics are relative:cy weak and 

of little meaning. From an examim.tion of the correlations it is clear 

that none of the fleece characteristic inter-relationships have been sig

nificantzy altered as a result of increasing the stocking level. It is 

apparent that there is variation between years. This is, however, diffi

cult to interpret as sore characteristics were assess£;d by different 

persons in each of the two years. Even though standards were kept for 

most of the characteristic s it was apparent that thei� was deterioration 

in some of them following a year' s storage. 

Colrur is essentially unrelated to all characteristics other than 

ootting, suggesting that cotting is a mjor predisposing factor for the 

formation of the type of discolruration present in this study - namely 

"water" and " canary" stain. The low correlation between colc:ur before 

and after scouring for the ewe data suggests that a certa.in e.mc.unt of 

y,ellaw disooloo.ration mey- be obscured by grease and contaminants in an 

adult greasy fleece . This relationship for the hoggets is however 

strongly correlated . 

A cooparison between the correlations of the 1.967 hoggets and 

the 1967 adult ewes shows there to be some variability in respect of age . 

The hogget correlation estimate s Slggest that at the hogget stage there is 

little relationship between fleece weight and cpality muher. This is in 

contrast to the estimate of -0.33 reported by Rae (1958) . 
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This study has indicated some trends that mey be expected with 

increased stocld.ng levels. In the tria1 the effects of stocking lewl 

and dey to dey ma.na.gement are COI!pQ.lnded and difficult to separate . It 

is likely that at higher stocking levels day to day management is perhaps 

more in:portant in in:rluencing fleece characteristics than at lower stocking 

levels in that the effect mey be more far-reaching. 



C H A P T E R  6 

S U M . A R Y A N D C O N C L U S I O N S  

Skin and wool characteristics of sheep grazing two farmlets 
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were con:pared. The two stocking levels we1-e approrlma tely 5 and 8 sheep-' 

per acre in 1.966 and 5 .  5 and 12 . 2  in 1967. 

The cooolusions were :-

1.  At birth the 1967 twin and single l.ani>s differed 

sign:if'icantly in �  ratio and body weight, but there 

were no dif'ferer.&ee s due to stocking level. 

2.  At weaning singles were heavier than twir.IS and the lO«-

stocked a.ni.rle.l.s were heavier than the high-stocked 

animals. The only significant effect on � ratio 

was a single versus twin difference in 1966. 

3 . The differences in � ratio appeared to be transient 

siroe they were not significant at hogget shearing 

(14 months of age) . 
4. The seasonal rlzy-thm of wool growth was accentuated 

in the high-stocked ani 100 ls due to a greater and pro-

longed winter depression. 

5 .  The seasonal rh;ythm was of greater auplitude for 

adult ani.Jial.s than for hoggets, while the rcy"thm 

of the older adult ewes was less marked than that of 

the younger adult ewes. 

():. Changes in fibre diameter occurred later than corres-

ponding changes in fibre length. 



7. 

B .  

10 . 

The higher stocked animals showed depressed 

fleece weights. 

In 1967, when s'tooking level differences were 

greater, wool :t'ran the high-stocked adult ewes 

was poorer for handle , character, srundness and 

cotti.ng. 

The ir.creased discoloura tion in the 1967 ewe 

mid-side sample s is probably a secondar,y res

ponse following increased cotting at the higher 

stocking level . 

The fleece characteristics of the hogget wools 

did not shovf the effects of the stocking level 

to the same extent as did the adult animals. 
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A P P E N D I X  I 

A COMPARISON OF SQUARE AND CmCDLAR SAMPLING 

.ARF.A.S IN THE ESTIMATION OF FOLLICLE R:>PULATION 

A :  INTRODUCTION 

DENSITIES 

135 

An estimation of follicle population densities involve s the 

crunting of the vari.rus follicle types in a specific area. Carter (1939a) 

first carried this rut using an ocular gratioule with a S<lJare grid and a 

magnification set to delineate an area of exactly one square milliJOOtre . 

Later m::thods have involved the projection of an image (Carter and Clarke 

1957a) on to a delineated area of varioos shapes with a magnification such 

that the delineated area of the image is exactly one square millimetre. 

There has been discussion (Burns 1949, �955 ; Wickham 1958) as 

to the accuracy of varirus m::thods of defining sanq>ling areas. Burns 

wggested that greater accuracy was obtained by a charting method involving 

whole follicle grcups. This m::thod ,  hawever, has two major disadvantages 

in that :-

(i) 
s 

separate cw.nts are necessary for p and density determin-

ation&. 

{ii) a bias i s  possible , due to selection of clearly defined 

gr.oops in the skin of adult animals where follicle grw.ps 

have stretched during growth. This D�Ecy" tend towards 

selection of those grw.ps with a lower secondary density 

s 
and hence lower P ratio. 

Wickbam used a projection method in a comparison of the effioienoy ot 



delineated scpare and circular areas of one s�are millimetre . 

Prior to engaging in a considerable amru.nt of density e stimation, 

it was decided to again attempt to compare the efficiencie s of SCJllare and 

circular sampling areas u sing a slightly different method . 

B : MA1'ERIALS AND MEI'HODS 

Five rando� selected animals were skin sampled in the mid-side 

region with a 1 cm biopsy punch (Carter and Olarke 1957a) . The Skin samples 

were proce ssed by standard techni�e s, sectioned and stained by an adapt

ation of Gomori ' s Trichrome stain (Lillie 1954) . 

Erimar.y and secondary follicle densitie s were counted at a mag-

nification of xll5 using a "Beusch and Lonib11 micro-project-or. The re spect-

ive follicle densities for each animal were estimated from the mean of 10 

sample fields. This was carried wt three tirres u sing a projection on to 

a S!pare area and three time s  on to a circular area, with the toss of a 

coin to decide the order. Each sample field was of wch a size as to be 

a projection of an area of one sCJllare millimetre on the mounted specimen 

irrespective of which shape was being u sed . The decision as to the abso-

lute bwndarie s of the shape was that if a follicle touched the top half 

of the circle , or the top or left-side of the SCJllare it was deemed inclllded 

while if it touched the lower half of the circle or the lower and right 

sid e s  of the square it was discarded . A primar,y follicle was defined as 

a follicle posse ssing a wdoriferous duct .  A correction factor to com

pensate for shrinkage of the skin sample, following its removal from the 

animal and during processing, was applied .  

0 :  RESULTS 

From the primary and secondar,y follicle densitie s obtained by 

each method the � ratio and total follicle density were derived .  The 



-

Measurement Method 

� 

Primary S.cpare 3 . 62 .t 0.07 

:Density Circle 3 . 85 .t 0.15 

Secondary S4pare 14,.72 .t 1 .31 

Density Circle 1.3 • 78 .± 0.  62 

Total Scpare 18 .35 .± 1.04 

Density Circle 17. 63 .± 1.36 

Scpare 4.08 .t 0.30 
a 
P Ratio 

Circle 3 .59 .± 0.03 

-----

2 

4.18 .t 0.02 

3 .99 .:!: 0.03 

18 .31 .:!: 0.33 

18 .09 .± 1 .32 

22 .49 .± 0.51 

22 .05 j: 1.00 

4.21 .± 0 .01 

4.54 .± 0.24 

Animal 

3 

3 .01 .:!: 0.04 

2 . 93 .:!: 0.09 

17.88 .:!: 0 .28 

18 .87 .± 0�83 

20 . 89 .t 0.46. 

21. 80 j: 0.89 

5 . 95 .t 0 . 10 

6.118 + 0.46 . -

4 5 

2 .58 .:!: 0.18 4.50 .t 0.00 

2.42 .t 0.03 4.33 .t 0.09 

12 . 25 .:!: 0.04 19 .35 .± 0.07 

12 .25 .t 1 .02 19.73 .:t. 0.42 

14.83 .:!: 0.24 23 .85 j: 0.06 

14.67 j: 0. 95 24.07 .± 0.24 

4.80 .± 0.47 4.30 .t 0.01 

5 .09 .± 0.28 4.56, .t 0.21 

'ID1.b1e I . 1  - Mean and standard error of primary density, secondary density, total density and � ratio ob

tained by the " Scpare" and "Circle" xoothods. 
t: -.1 



Souree 

Between Animal s 

Between "S!' and " O" 

" S" and 11 011 x animals 

df Primary 
Density 

4+ 3 . 03** 

1 0 .04 

4 o.  79*"� 

20 

Secondary Total � Ratio Density Density 

5 .82** 81 . 38** 4.81** 

0 .01 0 . 01 0 . 16 

0 . 74 0 . 61 0 .21 I I I I 
0 .45 0.49 O . ll6 I Residual 0 . 05 

_ _j 
M p (. 0 . 01 

'Fable I.2 - Mean squares derived from an analysis of variance on data, the xooans of which 
aa:-e given in Table I . l .  

� 
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means and their standard error are given in Table I . l. The large between 

animal variation is due to selection of animals for the comparison being at 

random irre spective of � treatrents that the animals may have received. 

An a.na.zysis of variance was carried rut on the data, the �man 

&<Pare s of which are given in Table I . 2 .  I t  i s  clearly apparent that there 

is no clear advantage in accuracy of either method on the basis of this te st . 

A Bartlett ' s test ( Snedecor 1966) for hOJOOgeneity of variance 

was also perfOI"'Ied .  This again indicated neither method to be superior. 

D :  DISCUSSION 

Within limitations due to the small mmber of animals involved, 

the analysis indicates that the u se  of either a square or a circular area 

in the e stimation of follicle density doe s not affect the accuracy of the 

answer. The animal x shape interaction apparent in the ccunting of the 

prinary follicle density cru.ld be put down partly due to chance in view of 

the relatively small mni>ers of primary follicles in each sample field at 

each ccunting. 

The re s.tlt s of Bartletts' tests of hOIOOgeneity of variance are 

indicative that neither method is wperior in lowering overall variance , 

and hence more efficient. 

These result s provide no evidence to s.tpport Wickham' s (1958)  

suggestion that circle s could b e  a more efficient sampling are a  for analys

ing follicle populations. It is possible that significant differences 

cculd have been obtained using sanples from more animals but the advantage s 

of one method over the other seem to be negligible . Probably observation 

and day to day differences of individual observers have a far oore inq:lort

ant effect on the accuracy of follicle pop.1lation determinatians. 



E :  SUMMARY 

The projection technicp.1e was used to estimate primary and secondary 

density in sheep skin samples :rrom five animals. From these were estimated 

the total density and the � ratio. Three replications, of both a scpare 

and a circle , were used as the one scp.1are millimetre projected delineated 

area. 

It was not possible to show either method superior to the other in 

terms of lowering the inherent variance due to ca.mting. 



A P P E N D I X  I I  

THE RECALIBRATION OF AN AmFWII APPARATUS 

FOLI.DWING A REllUariON OF THE SIZE OF THE 

CHAMBER 

A:  INTROWa!'ION 

An airflow apparatus for the e stimation of fibre di�ter has 

been described by Anderson (1954) . The eiTors apparent in its u sage have 

been estimated by Anderson (1954) and Ross (1958 ) .  The airflow apparatus 

in u se  at Massey University was constructed by the New Zealand Wool In

dustries Research Institute and is calibrated to estimate the avera-ge fibre 

di�ter of a 2g sample of clean secured wool. It became necessary to 

e stimate the diameter of wool samples less than 2g in weight , clipped 

nxmthly from the mid-side area. The apparatus was therefore adapted to 

enable an estimation of the average fibre diameter of a lg wool sample . 

B : 14A.T:ERIAI.S AND Mm'HODS 

. A smaJ.l brass " inrer bucket" with a perforated bottom was con-

structed . It was used as depicted in Fig. II.l.  The depth of the 

adapted chamber was obtained by trial and eiTor. The volume of the adapted 

chaniber was 3.11 cc coJiq>ared with 6.37 cc for the unadapted oh.a.IJi)er. 

All airflow measurements were the mean of fwr readings from one 

w.b-sample. The samples were removed from the chamber, check weighed and 

re teased between each reading. 0� a limited 81JlQlnt of teasing was 

possible due to the shortness of the fibres present in the sample . 

For the calibration trial. 33' clean secured samples were used. 
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An average reading was obtained using a 2g sample in the unadapted apparatus 

and a lg sample in the adapted apparatus. These readings are subsecpentl.y 

called the 112g11 and 11 lg" diameters. 

A regre ssion analysis of the 11 2g11 and 11 lg" diameters was Ca.J:Tied 

rut. 

0 :  RESUili1S 

A correlation coefficient of r = 0 . 99 was calculated between the 

11 lg11 and 11 2g' diameters. From this it is  apparent that there i s  a rear 

p.erfect relationship between the two estimates of diameter. The e stima. ted 

regression coefficient for the reg;t"e ssion of the "2g11 diameter on the 11 lg" 
" 

diameter was calculated as b = 1.11 ± 0.02 (Fig. II. 2 )  giving a regression 

ecpation of :-
A 
y = l . llX - 3 . 19 

where Y = "2g" diameter 

X = " lg" diameter . 

The two scales of xooasurement are thu s  directly proportional. 

JO, : DISCUSSION 

'l1he results mggest that no bias would be introduced by the 

analysis of " lg" diameters for possible statistical significance . The use 

of this xoothod is in preference to that whereby a proportion of individual 

xooans, the diameter of those samples less than 2g, is corrected by use of 

the regre ssion ecpation. After the carrying rut of statistical tests with 

the " lg" diameters it is valid to then convert the grrup mean valales to an 

estimated micron measurexoont by the prediction ecpation. The correction 

of group means rather than individual means lessens the prediction error 

which � be incurred. 
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Since the airflow apparatus is usually used in the e stimation of 

diameter of " full length" fibres an error may be introduced by the use of 

short monthly sample fibre s. Ross (1958 )  was unable to show conclusively 

that fibre length affected the airflow reading. 

E :  SUMMARY' 

Estimates of fibre diameter based on the use of a lg wool sample 

in an adapted airflow apparatus were obtained .  No bias was apparent to 

prevent the use of these estimates in statistical tests. An equation to 

predict mean fibre diameter from airflow- through the modified apparatus 

was derived. 



A P P E N D I X  I I I 

DESCRIPI'IONS OF TBE FLEECE CHARAarERISTIC 

GRADnm SYS'rEM 

Relow are listed de scriptions for the fleece characteristic 

grading s-.tstem. Standards were kept where possible . The measurement 

techni<Pe is given in cases of measurable characteristics .  

A :  WHOLE FLEECE CHARA.arERISTICS 

(i ) Cotting 

The grading is dependent on the degree and extent of entanglement. 

1. Extrerooly hard cott . 

2. Hard cott . 

3 . Soft cott . 

4. Borderline soft cott . 

5 .  Markedly webby thrrughoot .  

6. Partially webby . 

7. Webby on the points .  

8 .  Completely free thrrughrut like pre-lamb shorn. 

9 .  Completely free thrrughoot but with very fine staple s .  

(ii ) Discoloured area 

Estimated mainly on the basis of hem far the discolouration 

extends over the fleece with acca.mt taken of the severity of the dis

ooloura tion. 

1. Whole fleece very badly discolrured . 

2 .  Whole fleece <Pi te yellow. 



31. 'Whole fleece discoloured but midside not serirus . 

4. More than half the fleece discolrured .  

S .  Quarter to half the fleece discolrured . 

6. Large area discolrured arrund the points. 

7. Soroo discolouration on the points.  

8 .  Very slight di scolru.ration on the points.  

9 . No discolouration present . 

B�: GREASY MID-SIDE SAI..U:U: CHARACTERISTICS 

(i) Character 

147 

An extra superior and an extra inferior grade were added to the 

grading �stem used by the Sheep and Wool Division of the Department of 

Agriculture . 

( ii ) Colour ( unscrured) 
1. Very bad discolouration - bacterial etc . 

2.  Bad yellO'.'r discolouration. 

3 .  Proncunced yellcm. 

4. Yellow . 
s .  Some yellow . 

6. Slight yellcm. 

7.  Slight cream. 

8.  Faint cream tinge . 

9. Perfec t� white . 

(iii) Cotting 

position. 

An estimate of the degree of fibre entanglement on the mid-side 

1.  Tightly matted , impossible to part by hand .  

2.  'l!.:l.ghtly matted, difficult t o  part by band .  



3. Considerable effort required to pull staple s apart . 

4. Some effort required to pull staple s apart . 

5 . Slight effort required to pull staples apart . 

6 .  Fairly free , pulling apart easily. 

7. Free , bu t  with sufficient tangling t o  hold the weight 

of the san:ple . 

8 .  Very free , falling apart like pre-lamb shorn wool. 

9. Very free with no binding between fire staples. 

(iv) Cz:imEs per inch 

'rhe mniber of crimp s over the whole staple were counted, divided 

by the staple length (erns) and converted to crimps per inch by table s .  

Estimated on an average staple . 

(v) Handle 

Asse s sed without regard to quality mmber with the sa.IJ;lle screened 

from the view of the asse s sor. Line first surveyed to obtain Sa.IJ;lles .  

1. Extre:rooly harsh. 

2 . Markedly harsher than average . 

3 . Clearly harsher than average . 

4. Slightly harsher than average . 

5.  Average handle . 

6. Slightly softer than average . 

7 . Clearly softer than average . 

8. Markedly softer than average . 

9 .  Extrenely soft . 

(vi) lustre 

Graded with reference to finene ss. 

1. No lustre (Merino ) . 

2 .  Very slight lustre . 



3 .  Law 2nd demilustre . 

lf.. 2nd demilustre . 

5 .  low lst demilustre . 

6.. High lst demilustre . 

7 .  2nd lustre (English Leicester) . 

8 .  lst lustre (Lincoln) . 

9 .  Like coarse Lincoln. 

(vii ) Sf.lality Number 

Bradford quali� numbers. 

( viii ) Srundne ss 

Test carried rut on a 1 1  standard" sized small staple . If unable 

to be broken staple is divided into half .  

l.  Much of fleece lost . 

2 .  Very weak. 

3 .  "Break" present . 

4-. Slight pull to break. 

5 . Good pull to break. 

6. Slight pull to break ( i staple ) . 

7. Good pull to break ( i- staple ) . 
8 .  Good pull t o  break (:!r staple ) • 

9 . Sound ( :k staple ) . 
(ix) stapg.e length 

Average staple selected, measured to nearest centimetre unstretched 

but flattened . 

(x) l]ippiness 

l .  Like !! - type . 

2. Very tippy. 

3 .  Considerable tip .  



4. Slightly worse than av.erage . 

5 .  Average . 

6. Slightly better than av.erage . 

7 . Very slight tip . 

8 .  Basically flat but with a few fibres protruding. 

9.  Absolutely flat and bloolcy. 

C :  SCOURED MID-siDE SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 

(i)  Coloor (sorured) 

Saroo descriptions used as for Colour (unsecured) - B(ii) . 
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